"Persevere in Prayer," Jesus shares.
November 1, 2015
The Lord bless you, Heartdwellers. You have been so kind
and loving and prayerful for me, and it's really having an
impact, for Ezekiel and I both, thank you so much. And for
Carol, too - we really appreciate your prayers.
We're beginning to get a little bit...clear away some of the
fog and some of the mess that is disordered that's been
around us, especially this nesting thing for the winter.
Finally we've gotten a lot loose ends taken care of, we've got a volunteer who's going to help take care of
a lot of things, so I
don't even have to think about them, which is what the Lord has required of me.
I want to thank you for all your cards and letters - we feel really badly that we haven't been able to answer
any of them at this point. Maybe tonight, I'm not sure - we'll see how much time we have tonight. I've
switched things around so I'm getting the message before I word on comments, emails, what have you. So
please forgive us if we don't get to you. I want to get the message out every night - that's at the top of my
list of priorities. And after that I really love to go through the comments, and the messages and the emails
and just share with you the things the Lord is doing, and listen to all your different concerns and pray for
you. So, please don't think that we've abandoned you or forgotten you - we've just had so many letters and
cards, it's almost daunting to look at all of that. And, when you do send a letter or card, would you please
include your email address? That way we have an easy, quick way to just get in touch with you and thank
you.
I've been going through a very dry time, dear friends. I would sit and worship with the Lord but just get
droopy until I had to go to sleep. Time of the day didn't seem to matter greatly. It was just as bad in the
afternoon as late at night.
I know that Lana Vawser had talked about an assignment of sleepiness, lethargy or apathy. That there was
an assignment like that out on the Body of Christ right now. Recently. We certainly have been
experiencing that. The antidote is to worship over the work that you have to do, worship over your
mission, worship over everything that has to do with your mission, and that the apathy will break. And it
is - it IS breaking, I can feel it loosening its hold. So, that's a demon, guys. There's a demonic assignment
to cause apathy, and fatigue and a heavy, heavy sleepiness on the Body of Christ. And the answer is to
worship. So, that's what I've been doing for the last three days - is really pressing in to worship. Even
when I fail and I fall asleep, I just pick it up again and keep going. I have to say it was discouraging at
first.
You know, but we have to wonder WHY did the Lord allow the assignment to go out against the Body. I
mean, He's not asleep - it didn't get by Him, He knows very well that this assignment has come out
against us. What is He doing through that? That's what He shared with me tonight. As the three days that
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I've been praying and not really connecting with Him the way I love to connect with Him, where I really
feel that fire in His heart, and really get rejuvenated - I haven't really been feeling that as much.
But I persevered tonight, I wasn't going to give up. I need the Lord too much. And as we know, that all
things work for the good of those who love Him and who've been called according to His purpose
(Romans 8:28) So, even in those assignments against us, they're working something good.
And finally He became clear. It was just a little glance that I saw. He was holding me as we slow danced
and His head was tilted forward so that our foreheads were touching. That was all I needed to glimpse,
my little heart just darted and came alive with joy for His holy presence. Funny, the song that was playing
was "Here In Your Presence" by Jessica Ketola.
It's so nice to have a family to share these things with. Just really sweet that I know you're all listening,
and we all experience the same difficulties and we're all together in this!
Anyway, I did glimpse the Lord for a moment, and that was all I needed for my heart to really become
inflamed. His image would fade in and fade out. I knew by past experience that He was dancing with me,
so I held to the vision. You who have trouble seeing the Lord, be consoled. I don't see Him very clearly
unless I ask to and then, I am so overwhelmed with emotion, I could just about pass out, because He is so
beautiful.
And as far as listening for His voice, I hear a faint voice when He speaks and see a faint image or one
quick glimpse and back to the veiled image of Him. After a while the worship became noisy, and in the
way and He let me know it was time for us to talk. And that's usually when I know it's time to put the
worship down, is when it begins to get in the way of His presence. It becomes a distraction instead of a
tool.
He began:
"I'm not so far away from you as you have imagined. Your mind was just so cluttered. Now that you've
moved some of the clutter away, you can hear Me much better.
"Let that be a lesson to all Heart Dwellers. Clutter drowns out My voice. It's not that I don't want to talk
with you, it's that you can't hear Me because of the din of the world circulating endlessly in your mind.
You are also waging war against unseen enemies of sloth and fatigue. But press in -- - I am faithful."
And I want to say on that note, as I had mentioned earlier, Lana Vawser saw this assignment against the
Body of Christ. But we have to ask ourselves, "Lord, why are You ALLOWING this assignment?" And I
think He allowed that assignment to persevere in prayer
Lord, what would you like to speak to us about?
"Faithfulness. "Even when it's a long dry desert walk with not even a drink in sight."
...13 Brethren, I do not regard myself as having laid hold of it yet; but one thing I do: forgetting what lies
behind and reaching forward to what lies ahead, 14 I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward
call of God in Christ Jesus. 15 Let us therefore, as many as are perfect, have this attitude; and if in
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anything you have a different attitude, God will reveal that also to you;... Philipians 3:13-- -15
"This is what I require of My Bride. That she be steadfast, enduring and persistent. This is what I require
and will reward with fresh graces from Heaven. Dear Ones, I do not wish to make it difficult for you, but
your mettle must be purified to carry the graces I wish to give you.
"Your will to attain to the high calling...must be strong and persevering in the midst of all kinds of
obstacles. This is how your faith is revealed."
Blessed is the one who perseveres under trial because, having stood the test, that person will receive the
crown of life that the Lord has promised to those who love him. James 1:12
In this you greatly rejoice, even though now for a little while, if necessary, you have been distressed by
various trials, so that the proof of your faith, being more precious than gold which is perishable, even
though tested by fire, may be found to result in praise and glory and honor at the revelation of Jesus
Christ; 1 Peter 1:6-- -7
"Just as the wise farmer plants so as to challenge the roots to go deeper, so do I delight in seeing you
persevere when the living waters are not readily available on the surface. Deeper and deeper I call you,
My Love. Will you not make that effort to seek Me out and vigilantly await My coming?"
Lord, what is there to do that is more important? Nothing, to me, nothing is more important than finding
You.
"That's what I like to hear and that heart attitude I will bless. This attribute of perseverance is of key
importance and spills over on every aspect of your lives. Once you have mastered it in one sphere, it is
easier to master it in
another and another until you've made it a way of life. So many quit way before the finish line."
Oh Lord, lately I've been feeling that way.
"It's nothing more than laziness, Clare. I know you don't want to hear it, but it is. You know Me well
enough that when you can't find me immediately, and you search for me diligently, you will find Me...or
shall I say, I will find you. This is a way in which you honor Me. You are not willing to give up, I'm just
too important to you.
"And for you all, My Brides, this attribute is absolutely necessary if you want to cultivate a relationship
with Me. Those who won't take 'no' for an answer, I simply cannot turn down. You will see in your
relationship with Me, that from time to time I will seemingly disappear and you won't hear or see Me. But
that is only to cultivate grace and virtue in you. It is not a punishment, it is an exercise.
"Other times I will come to you readily, because your heart is broken or hurting. Yes, then My Beloved, I
come and wrap My arms around you and warm the chill of sorrow that has taken hold of your heart. I
know that at those times you need Me more, so I come to you more readily.
"Even now I am standing by with the graces you are all seeking to be empowered with. But I like to see
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you rise up and meet Me half way, that I may shower greater and greater abundance on you. Virtue
begets virtue.
"Just remember, My Precious Ones, if at first you don't succeed, try, try again. Eventually I will come and
reward your efforts and your faith shall shine brighter and brighter for it."
"I bless you now with the grace of perseverance. Take hold of it and apply it to every area of your life.
But especially - Our relationship."
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Please Your Parents or Please Me
November 2, 2015
The Lord bless you, Heartdwellers. Tonight, I came to
prayer a little later; I was answering correspondence. When
I finally got focused with the Lord, I asked Him:
Lord what would you like to talk about tonight?
"Despising all things for My sake." And I finally typed that
down....
And He said, "Whew that took a long enough time! Don't you trust Me, My Bride?"
Yeah, I discerned it with the BP because I was coming into so late, I wasn't sure that this was Him. I
made Him repeat Himself three times...O my!
Anyway, He said, "Don't you trust Me, My Bride?"
How do I answer that question?
"Transparently."
Oh, thanks, Lord. More humiliations.
"They are good for you. The lower you go the more living waters will flow into you. They rush from the
mountain heights to find the little and lowly down in the fertile valleys, and there they bring forth the
harvest."
Well said, Lord.
"Oh no, you don't...transparently...remember?"
Lord, would I change the subject on You to get out of a humiliation?
"Do you want Me to answer that?"
Uncle...
Well, I asked the Lord, even though I strongly sensed and almost saw His presence at my right, I asked
Him three times because I wasn't sure it was Him saying that. It's my faith...
"..and fatigue...you should have come to Me earlier, remember?"
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Oh yes. And I didn't come for the message until very late.
"And why were you late?"
Answering e-- -mails and letters of those who really have issues right now?
"True. But still, come to Me first, Beloved. Please? That will make this much easier."
Yes, Lord, I will. Help me please?
"I will."
"Abandoning all things for My sake is one of the greatest sacrifices a soul can make, in a way. It is the
acid test of their love for Me. When you work for the world, money and nice things it can buy, you are in
a bondage to the things of this world. You are not free to serve Me and go where I please.
"You have a wife and children, you say. Did you marry the woman or man of My choice? In that case,
they will give up the comforts of the world for Me as well. Many, many are the souls who live to breath
from moment to moment. They aren't truly living; they are surviving. Something deep calls to them, but
that road is blocked by debts and lifestyle. In the end they grow old and fizzle out, knowing profoundly
that their lives were a waste and not what they could have been for Me.
"I am speaking to you, now, young people. Do not settle for second best, do not settle for a mate that is
NOT My choice. I promise you, you will regret it for the rest of your life. If you love Me and know that
nothing in this world can satisfy you, do not choose a worldly career.
"I am calling many of you, but you have given your lives to your parents, not Me. They have expectations
and you've buried the dreams in your heart to please them. They are supporting you because you are
doing what they want you to do with your life. Is it worth it My chosen ones??? Look at your life 20 years
from now...(Never mind the Rapture, this is an exercise for the present moment only.) If you follow the
direction you are in, what will your life look like in 20 years?
"Now I ask you to consider, is that really what you want for your life?
"Necessity sometimes comes to bear on your choices...please the parents...be on the dole. Choose to
follow Me...be labeled a lunatic...be poor, be an outcast. You say you love Me, but do your choices today
reflect that? Or your love for the world and the approval of your parents.
"Some day, I will call them to an accounting for being a hindrance. Yet, that weeds out those who will go
all the way with Me and those who will only go half way.
"Am I being harsh here? Not really. Did I go half way? Did I stop short of the Cross and say 'thus far and
no further?' Is it not written that 'He who loves father or mother more than Me is not worthy of Me; and
he who loves son or daughter more than Me is not worthy of Me. And he who does not take his cross and
follow after Me is not worthy of Me....' Matthew 10:37
"Yes, there is a great deal to lose, count the cost. Once you set out on this road, you will not want to
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return. You will be labeled a deserter, irresponsible, lazy, good for nothing. And in a way it is true. You
are good for nothing as far as the world is concerned. Your goals and the world's goals no longer have
anything in common.
"But I have a hungering aching world set before you -- - people who have never heard My Name or
understood Who I Am. I have an endless list of forlorn and forsaken children around the world, those who
have not been taught their left hand from their right, and will die without ever knowing Me.
"This is a choice I am calling you to make while you are yet young and have something to give. My
children, look at the end of your life, if you continue on in this course. Look at those around you and see
how they age, how they grow weary. Some divorce, some die of cancer, an early death from working so
hard. They leave their things behind to their children and come to meet Me naked and empty handed -- with the exception of all they did out of love and faithfulness. But deep in their hearts they carry a dead
dream. They always wanted to serve Me...but.
"Consider My words well. If you have a calling and are ignoring it, I can guarantee you are committing to
a life that will not satisfy you, and you will remorsefully carry that burden every day of your life, right up
until the very end.
"I am asking you to set aside the timing of the Rapture. Look at your life: where you are headed, the
choices you made, who are you serving? Your parents or Me? Think about it, do the math, imagine you
standing before Me at 55, 75, 80. What will you say to Me?
"I love you tenderly, but I will tell you now, nothing in this life will ever fulfill you if you are called to
abandon all, pick up your cross and follow Me.
"It's not too late. The invitation is still open.
"My grace for you to respond to that invitation is with you, even as we speak."
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Make Amends, Jesus is calling for healing of relationships.
November 3, 2015
The Lord is with us, precious Heartdwellers. Once again,
He's bringing us wisdom and asking us to grow in holiness.
Tonight I went into worship for the longest while. Just
couldn't connect with the Lord. Ezekiel prayed with me, and
anointed me with oil - I just wouldn't give up. I sat quietly
with the Lord. I know that He is faithful, I know that He
said He would speak to me every night until the Rapture. I
just sat there quietly waiting for Him. It was really neat what happened, exactly - He came kind of from
the right, I saw Him in the spirit - He came from my right and kissed me on the forehead, and said, "I
want to talk with you."
And I said, Oh this is wonderful! I've been struggling all night, and waiting for You, Lord. Lord, I just
couldn't give up. You promised. I had to press in.
"I did promise. But also, I love you. It's not just about duty, you know."
Oh Jesus, is any of this my fault?
"No Clare, you are getting opposition, a wall of opposition. But you did the right thing by waiting on Me
and I do not disappoint good wills. They will never keep Me from you, My Love. Never.
It made me teary-eyed when He said that...it was very touching.
"I want to talk to you about mending your ways. What I mean is making amends with those with whom
you have strained relationships. It is not My will that chasms between souls should grow deeper. No, it is
rather My Heart that you should rush to make amends and make it right, even if they are the ones who
are wrong.
"Because there is a spirit of Division loosed on the Body and even scars from past attacks to divide. I
want this season leading up to Christmas to be one of making peace with everyone and making amends
with those who have hurt you."
I was thinking right away of a certain pastor that put a wet towel over me...we ended up leaving that
church.
"Yes, for instance, that pastor."
Oh Jesus the very thought of it makes my heart sink.
"I know, but it must be done. I want closure with those who have slighted you and whom you have
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slighted. I want healing between factions and divisions. I want nothing hanging over your heads and
holding you back."
I wondered at that point, gosh - what does He mean by "holding us back? Is the Rapture going to happen?
I checked I nthe Bible Promises and I didn't get an affirmation on that one.
"How do things from the past hold us back?" I saw in the spirit an anchor in the deep dark ocean where it
was obviously holding back the ship above water.
"Imagine an anchor to the deep. The ship wants to move forward without hindrance, but something, deep
down, unseen is slowing the forward motion. Those are hindrances from unhealed wounds and
unresolved relationships. Even if it be only one way, still I can complete that freedom in My Spirit as long
as nothing is still sticking to you. Many have several anchors to deep, dark issues that hold them back
from forward motion. It is not commonly realized how much these things affect the direction of your life,
either pulling you back or pulling you off course even just a little to the right or the left.
When He said that, I remembered someone once said that a ship being off 1 degree sailing across the
ocean wouldn't arrive at the at the right destination, because they were starting with just being off that one
degree - and that's all it takes over that great distance to keep you from arriving at your destination.
"This is a time of forward motion for My Body and I want Her to be free from hindrances. Free to
minister, free to seek Me without questioning yourselves about guilt or hidden condemnations, without
fuel for the fires of condemnation. Making sure that relationships have been squared away, or at least an
attempt to bring about reconciliation is very important to this process.
"You see, when one issue is still lurking in your life, it drags and provides fuel for the enemy to throw up
accusations, be they true or false. But when you have done everything in your power to make amends, I
close off that avenue that could become a constant underlying source of condemnation, that will weaken
your resolve as you go to pray for people."
Yes Lord, I've often heard something thrown up in my face telling me I wasn't qualified to pray because
of such and such, or that "you did this or you did that", so God's not going to hear your prayer.
"That is why I am asking you, My Bride to seek peace. Simple little gestures: a card, a word of
reconciliation, a thank you, perhaps even a gift. These are the things that melt the hearts and pave the
way for healing and wholeness in your heart."
Like the inspiration I had to have a couple over for dinner, Lord?
"Yes. We are dropping little hints in your hearts, little things, gestures and even reaching out a little more
to make amends. Oh, how freeing this will be. The enemy has used these seemingly insignificant things,
torn or fractured relationships to cause a darkness in your hearts, either from wounds received or
rejection or from your own bad attitudes.
"I am not asking a lot of you here, My Brides. I am asking for forgiveness coupled with charity and action
to bring about a healing of old wounds. It will be an exercise in humility for you all, but then humility is
much needed. You can never be too humble.
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"I will be with you in this endeavor. I will bring a fragrance of sweetness into these relationships as you
reach out to comfort and mend past ways. Don't be afraid. I am with you in this. And remember to pray
first and ask how to approach each situation. I will lead you.
Not to change the subject, Lord. But I did have a question. Forgive me Lord. But the messages have been
shorter lately....
"My Beloved, I am not here to entertain, or fill the air with words, or tickle fancies, such as Rapture
scenarios. I am here to instruct in holiness. And your obedience to these short directives mean everything
to Me. You see, with obedience comes increased blessings, grace builds upon grace. You are all growing
in the beauty of holiness. Treasure these words, and act on them. They are specific and timely for you all.
"I bless you know with the firm resolve and humility to go and make peace with those who have injured
you in the past, or whom you have injured."
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You Are Ambassador's to the Desolate Soul
November 4, 2015
The blessing and peace of our Lord be with you,
Heartdwellers.
I just want to tell you that I really miss hanging out with
you guys in the Comments and Messages. I have been
overwhelmed again with things to do around here, but we're
coming to and end here pretty soon. I've just been
overwhelmed with things to do, and haven't had the time to
really sit and listen to all your comments, which I LOVE to do - and your messages. I really love to do it.
I know Carol has been very faithful to pick up the slack for me, but I want you to know that I'm coming
back soon! I'm clearing the way so I can really spend some quality time with all of you - I miss you very
much.
Tonight, I had a long discussion with someone who is really suffering a lot of emotional pain right now,
because they feel betrayed by God. In essence, it wasn't the Lord that betrayed them, but the enemy. But
because they they're new in the ways of the Lord, they took it as a betrayal by God. I had to defend His
character and I also had to share with them that His ways are NOT our ways, and what looks like
something that He's doing is more frequently what the accuser of the brethren, the devil, is doing. And
lying spirits are doing. It's not the Lord's doing at all.
But it's difficult to understand that when you come from a background of disappointment and betrayal.
And this particular soul comes from that kind of a terrible, terrible background of dispp and betw by her
parents.
So, I'm going to share with you what He had to say about this, and His call again for us to be His
ambassadors of
When I came into prayer, the Lord was there holding me during a worship song and we danced a little,
very gently swaying back and forth to the worship music. (This is something I see in the spirit as I'm
worshipping the Lord through the song.) I was wearing a pink satin dress...and I always equate pale pink
with brotherly love.
Jesus began to speak, "Many people say many things, but who do you say I am?"
Lord, You are the wisest, most loving, most perceptive and understanding of any one or any thing in the
Universe. The most gentle, patient and kind, and all Your ways are perfection itself.
"Would I ever abandon or leave you alone, on your own?"
Not unless I asked You to, Lord.
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"Which you would never do, right?"
Right.
"So what do you make of what is going on with this soul?"
She is in darkness Lord, she has yet to know You.
"That's correct. That's your starting point. She has been so betrayed throughout the years from
childhood, she has no concept of being truly loved. And so she equates God with man and quickly writes
Me off because she does not know Me. And how many souls on this Earth are this way? Millions.
"Why? Because fathers and authority figures are despots, abusers, haters and Godless. The work Satan
has accomplished in all these years has convinced mankind that I am malevolent, cruel and uncaring.
Only a stroke of grace can deliver a man from this delusion. Only your prayers can move this mountain,
Clare. Carry her in your tender heart and lift her up to Me frequently throughout the day and I will
accomplish the impossible and heal her twisted and darkened heart.
"Hear this, My Bride. You are surrounded with such as these. Behind closed doors hundreds of thousands
lose their innocence at the hands of those they were to trust. Some are betrayed and sold into slavery.
Some are raped and beaten. Some are rejected and poisoned with self-hatred. What shall I do for such as
these?
"Send them My Love, I tell you. Approach each soul tenderly. There is a closed and hidden door in the
lives of all where trust and innocence were betrayed in one way or another. Satan finds a way to destroy
the youngest and most innocent of souls. And through you, I find a way to heal them.
"When you awake in the morning, pray this simple prayer, 'Lord, please use me today to bring someone
closer to You.' Then expect to be tried and even found in situations where a hurting soul reveals their
wounds to you, either in a fit of rage and anger, or in lamentation and tears. Or in a much less dramatic
way, a simple word or thought expressed about Me.
"Yes, I have come to many in visions and still they do not know Me. Someday, someday, they will. A seed
has been planted and you, each time you reach out in unconditional love, water that seed.
"You truly are a city on a hill, You are the light of the world. A city set on a hill cannot be hidden;
Matthew 5:14 You haven't much time here, make it count. Don't be afraid to mention Me or ask a simple
question, "What do you think about God?" "Do you pray?" "Has God ever answered your prayer?" 'Have
you ever felt like God didn't care? Didn't hear you? Was too busy to notice you?' 'Do you believe in
visions and Heaven?' These are all nonthreatening places to start, they open the door for grace to flood in.
"You asked Me why you got the world about this situation?"
(I went to the Bible Promises and opened to that.)
"The simple answer is that the soul in the world lives in a shark cage, or a fortified citadel, a place
encrusted in layer after layer of betrayal and new walls fashioned to prevent a recurrence of that pain.
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"Others live in a shark cage, constantly dodging the head-on attacks of sharks bent on destroying them.
Their world consists of moving from one side to another of their cage to escape the rage of their enemies.
This world is truly a terrible place. Somehow in the midst of this chaos and crime against humanity, you
have to make a simple, non-threatening entrance as an Ambassador of Truth and Love.
"Souls are many times wounded beyond recognition. When I get them it takes years, and years, and years
of love and sending by My very best physicians, to heal them into what they were created to be. I know
this sounds redundant to you, My Love, but I am wanting you all to understand the daunting task of
winning the trust of others in order to reveal My true nature to them.
"You have all been beneficiaries of My Most passionate and tender love. You have all experienced Who I
Truly Am, My patience and My kindness with you. My longsuffering. You know Me, and your testimony is
invaluable to the world. It is through your witness, even when you share this channel with others, it is
through your witness that hardened hearts begin to let the light into their dismal chambers. You may say
only one thing that piques their curiosity, and that may be all that is needed to start them on the road of
recognition that they are personally, tenderly and devotedly loved by their God.
"Sharing a movie, a website, a Youtube, a book or music that is anointed may be the beginning of their
Heaven both on this Earth and in the world to come. You just don't know how one random act will, in the
end, be the beginning of that soul's salvation.
"And one more thing, when you take on a prayer burden for a soul, expect to be exercised in various
trials and difficulties, even in sickness. Remember, if sickness does not yield to prayer, I am using it as a
fast offering to bring them closer to Me. In due time that will pass and you will also see the progress they
have made spiritually, because you were willing to carry Simon's cross a few steps up Calvary.
"So much is not understood now, but you can observe these truths in your daily life. Cause and affect;
your prayers, their progress. Yes, I will use the littlest of your sufferings and contradictions in this life to
water the lifeless wasteland of the lost and broken souls. Truly you are My appointed ambassadors of
love and from your hearts, I reach out and touch the lost."
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"You Are My Heaven On Earth," Jesus said.
November 5, 2015
Well, my precious Heartdwelling family, it seems that every
time I miss a day, the message is even stronger the next day.
Tonight we received a beautiful, beautiful message on the
love that Jesus has for us - for YOU in particular. And what
He is longing to experience with you and for you to
experience with Him.
I want to begin by saying, let there be no misinterpreting
anything in this message. This is a pure exchange of Love from God that has not one carnal connotation.
It is absolutely pure love in the spirit and this is possible with all of you. This is what He longs for with
all of you. This message is not about me, it's about you and Jesus and how He longs for you.
I want to begin by describing the experience I had as I came into prayer. How will I ever communicate to
you the joy I've experienced this day? Dear family, the last few days have been so fragmented with things
going wrong, and demands on my time, sickness and souls that needed immediate attention, that I haven't
had the deep exchange of Love with our Lord that I so need to sustain me. But finally today, I headed
straight into worship when I got up, before my mind had a chance to think on the things of the world. And
though for the first 40 minutes or so my wild mind kept chasing this and chasing that, finally at about the
60 minute mark, I was beginning to connect and see what was really happening in the Spirit.
Oh, the Lord Himself was so immersed in my love for Him! It was a sight to behold, I could feel His
warm presence wrapped around me, in of course such a pure and holy way. But when I caught a glimpse
of His Holy Face, I was just amazed. We were dancing to Terry MacAlmon's songs, especially "Praise
Him." And Jesus' eyes were closed as He rested His head on mine and was the perfect picture of someone
totally transfixed in Love.
Oh, there is one verse of a song we listened to that says, "Let me pour my love on you, the fragrance of
my heart." And that always makes me ashamed, and I flinch when I hear that line, because I don't see my
heart as being fragrant at all. I see it riddled with faults that make me recoil at the thought of pouring
those on My Jesus. But when I saw how He was enjoying the contents of my heart, all that began to
change. He must have some kind of filter!
As I gazed upon His sweet face, totally absorbed in me, I began to reckon that there must be something
fragrant there or He wouldn't be so absorbed. As I was thinking these things, I saw tears rolling down His
cheeks and I heard Him say, "If only you knew how much consolation you bring Me. This is My Heaven
on Earth."
Wow... I had tried many times to keep my focus in worship, to catch even a glimpse of what is really
taking place between us. And I'd see just a little and my mind would slide into a foolish thought like...'My
feet are cold, I need to order those socks, or, I need to find my broom, did someone walk off with it
again? It was there last night.' Oh boy... And then I would realize what happened and would return my
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attention to the Lord and worship, until I was able to keep my focus on Him for most of the time. And I
know that was a grace that He gave me, because I kept crying out to Him, "Lord! Please! Help me keep
my attention on You!"
That is when I entered into this amazing bliss, a sense of perfect contentment and sweet fulfillment of all
my soul has ever longed for. Very much like being drenched in the spiritual equivalent of warm honey,
beginning at my head and running down over my being to my toes.
But add to this, the vision of the Lord in complete oneness with my feelings... He, Himself was
experiencing this warm honey, too, and there was a blissful place of union of our beings that left me
saturated with gentle peace and complete and total satisfaction. And He was moved to tears of gratitude
by this sweet exchange of Heaven between us.
Imagine that! God feels gratitude for our love for Him? How does one fathom such mysteries that God
should find any pleasure, let alone bliss, in any one of us? Well, He has. As He held me, such foolish
questions disappeared.
Then Jesus began to speak, "My tender Lover, how blessed I am to have you in My arms for even this
short while. Oh, if only mankind could experience the sublime love I have for him, never again would sin
enter the world."
Well, I couldn't just receive it, a red flag went up, "How am I going to explain this to you guys??" I kind
of accepted it at face value, but I knew that people would question.... So, I had to do it - silly me, I
couldn't leave a tender moment alone, because I knew this would elicit objections from others and I didn't
want any of this to be discounted as my own musings, truly. But I wanted others to understand, so I
asked, "Please explain it to me Lord. What about free will?"
"Ah yes, there is free will. But if a soul could be penetrated to the marrow of their bones with the Love I
have for them, never would sin reign in their lives again. The problem arises when the soul will not have
Me, when they say 'this far and no further.' That is their undoing and downfall.
"You see, I should word that slightly differently: 'If only mankind would allow Me to penetrate their very
being with the sublime love I have for him, never again would sin enter the world. It would not be
possible for a soul saturated with My Love, to sin. But as I said, the problem arises when the soul draws
the line, not Me. Do you understand this now, My Love?"
I do, Lord. I have seen the stubbornness of man's heart when it comes to receiving You fully. I have been
guilty of the same.
"Yes, and it is so fruitless, so very barren and fruitless. If only they would trust Me, I would prove to them
My Love. They would experience the rewards of being bathed in My Love, and would even come to
understand the long term contradictions that make no sense to those who live in the flesh."
I think there He was talking about things like why do people die, why do children get sick. These are long
term contradictions of love, but they would understand them if they were infused enough with the Lord.
"Clare, My Dearest Child and Love, it is your solemn responsibility to reveal this love to them. Do not let
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them go on in their blindness of My love. Do everything in your power to spread the perfume of My Love
for them. Everything. Do you understand, My Love? Do everything in your power."
Yes, Lord. OH God help me. Show me what is in my power, with your grace.
"I will. Enlist the support of the many around you. Explore the venues, reach out into the far corners of
this earth with My Love. Declare it from the rooftops and send it even into the bowels and dark places of
this Earth. For I am calling all men to Me, so that I may love them as they have never been loved before.
This Love is so sublime that even if you labored for years to reach the infinite borders of its source, still
you would only have scratched the surface.
"It is so vast, that I cannot turn even one away, even the most wicked among men. If they repent, My arms
are flung open wide to receive them. The doors of My infinite mercy have not as yet closed. They are still
open. There is still hope. I know the weariness of My Brides, but I also know My Brides love Me with
their lives and nothing is too great for Me to ask of them. Nothing.
"I am still asking for patience in this hour; patience, prayer, long-suffering and charity for mankind.
Soon enough you will be with Me in Paradise, soon enough My laboring Lovers. Then all of this will
seem like a bad dream, so much will just fade away when you have reached the shores of your
destination. Oh, I have promised you SO much, and I will not defraud you. So much more is being added
to your coffers in Heaven as you continue to march shoulder to shoulder, in peace, love and dedication to
bringing souls into My bosom.
"Long have I waited for such an army of souls that would look out for one another with not a thought of
their own reward. And on this channel I have found such as these. All of you have been drawn together by
the Love flowing from My fountains of grace in Heaven. All of you have brought your own tributaries into
the mix, adding grace upon grace upon grace. And that is as it should be. The experience of My Love is
heightened on this channel because of your self-sacrifice and focus on Me and those I entrust to you. How
beautiful to see this symphony of love playing on the sweet strings of Heaven and drawing all men to Me.
"You have weathered many storms: many barrages of arrows, many attempts to corrupt your pure and
loving sacrifices, many attempts to turn you against one another. You have shown great patience and
virtue, you are My trusted servants and having been faithful with the littler things, I can increase now the
gifts of grace to My proven souls. Yes, I am going to increase your gifts of wisdom, love, patience and
effectiveness in prayer...you are also going to see more healings and more hearts melting in your arms as
they give their lives to Me.
"Many of you have been spurned and looked down upon in your own churches. Many have indeed
suffered a lifetime of rejection and being passed by for the more influential and flashy Christians. May I
say, your humility has gained you the high honor of being My chosen few to bring the nectar of My love
for souls to this bitter and darkened world? Notice I did not say knowledge or learning, or expertise. No,
all those things serve only to puff one up. They have their place when handled with extreme humility, but
are not the ultimate food of Heaven. Love is the ultimate food of Heaven. And you have all chosen the
better portion of love, to spread the fragrance of My delicate love to a hurting and darkened world.
"I know this has not been easy for you. I know many times you have wanted to retreat or give up. But
rather than giving in to your flesh, you came to Me for more grace, wise and loving Bride that you are.
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You came to Me before resigning and asked for more grace. And I have not denied you. You have stayed
the course, run the race and set your eyes on the prize of the high calling, as it is written:
I do not regard myself as having laid hold of it yet; but one thing I do: forgetting what lies behind and
reaching forward to what lies ahead, I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God in
Christ Jesus. Philippians 3:14
"And for this I commend you and promise even more spiritual territory. Because you have been faithful
with a few things; I will put you in charge of many things Matthew 25:21 Grace builds upon grace and
as you handle my sheep and my lambs with tenderness, revealing My Love, I will increase your anointing
and bring you into the fullness of your calling. And though you be few in number, you are mighty in grace
and wisdom to bring the broken, the alienated into My Kingdom.
"You are paving the way for My return. You all, in your own right, are voices crying out in the
wilderness. As it is written:
"A voice of one calling in the wilderness, 'Prepare the way for the Lord, make straight paths for him.
Every valley shall be filled in, every mountain and hill made low. The crooked roads shall become
straight, the rough ways smooth. And all people will see God's salvation.'?" Luke 3:4
"You are indeed making straight paths for Me into the hearts of men. You have refused to get caught up
in doctrinal religious quarrels, rhetoric and posturing... No, your ways are My ways of love, without the
religious road blocks and impediments that My people have grown so weary of.
"They hunger to experience Me, to have that profoundly real experience and relationship with Me, not
with men and institutions.
"Every valley shall indeed be filled in as humility is cherished and nurtured among my elect. You have
made the way so lowly that anyone, even the littlest child, can traverse it.
"The mountains of pride, celebrity cults and performance have been replaced with the simple cherishing
of every soul no matter how lowly and sinful. For My Love cries out, Precious! Precious! Precious! is the
soul who hungers for Me, for he shall have Me.
"It is My Blood which has made the lowliest among men the most precious. There is no price to be paid
for such as these, that is greater. No soul is greater than My sacrifice on the Cross. Yes, it is the great
leveling field, where the mountains of pride and pretensions men are governed by, are utterly cast down
as worthless.
"The crooked roads invented by men causing so many to give up before they reached Me, have been
utterly destroyed and the rough ways of demanding attainment of this and attainment of that have been
removed. Nothing is attained to. All is a free gift. For My arms are open wide and cherishing all who
come to Me, no matter how lowly their station in life may be.
"So, truly you have walked in the footsteps of your precursor, John, and like him you are making straight
the way of your Lord.
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"So, be encouraged My chosen people. Know that your very small and humble callings are reaching to
the ends of the Earth and bringing in the Harvest. Let no one frighten or discourage you. Yes, take every
thought captive and continue on in the knowledge that you are pleasing to Me. By their fruit you will
know them. A good tree cannot bring forth bad fruit, Continue on to tend the vineyard and bring forth the
sweet wine of My Love to your fellow men."
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Surviving The Coming Tribulation
November 7, 2015
The Lord bless you, precious Heartdwellers.
The Lord began tonight by saying, "I want to talk to you
about the coming Tribulation.
"In all of history there will never again, nor has there been
before, a time such as this. Men will be at their wit's end
trying to figure out what to do next. Nothing will make sense to them and everything will be topsy turvy. I
am trying to prepare now, those who will be left behind.
"There is no sense to accumulating wealth, position or power because everything will be scrambled and
reorganized based on loyalty to the New World Order. Any Christian right now that is posturing for
higher positions is going to hit a brick wall after the Rapture. There is no need to be alarmed, just
informed. Those who are left behind will have to switch their priorities from making money - to surviving.
And I don't mean surviving physically, alone. Yes, survival must also be spiritual, understanding and
being sensitive to the movement of My Spirit.
"It is by My Spirit alone that protection will be rendered to those left behind. Nothing of man's design will
bring peace for families, only My ability to save and protect will be found effective - witness Ruby Ridge.
My dear ones left behind, you cannot count on guns to protect you. You must turn wholeheartedly to Me
and ask for My protection. I will protect you supernaturally if I am your only recourse. Those who live by
the sword will die by the sword."
Here I want to take a break and remind you of the movie "The Mission" for those of you who saw it - it's
a wonderful movie for those of you who haven't. The final scene was when the mercenaries were coming
in to kill all the natives, into the jungle. And there were two factions there - the group of natives that
wanted to fight, led by one of the men, one of the Jesuit men, and the other faction was the one that
wanted to pray. I won't tell you what happens at the end, but let's just say that it becomes obvious that the
ones who prayed had a better ending than the ones that didn't and just came against them with guns and
so on.
"But I have prepared an army of men and women to recover this country from the enemy. They will swing
into action and have an active part in taking ground away from the Order. Never since the history of man
has there been a time such as what is coming, and never since the history of man has My protection been
as strong as it will be.
"But there are certain rules you must live by. Honesty is first and foremost. Vigilance over your own sins
and bad example. The devils are clever and they know how to provoke a soul to cause a breach in their
covering. Charity, humility and patience also score high on the list of things targeted and necessary to
maintain My Protection.
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"Come to Me immediately when you fall. Don't waste a moment. Make a sincere confession and renounce
that sin. I will then restore your covering and add to it protection, and the grace to not repeat those sins.
I have already taught you about judging others. The quickest way to lose your covering is to slander,
calumniate, or gossip about another. Not only will the enemy use this to divide and conquer, he will use it
to make you vulnerable to attack. The more key your position is, the more careful you will have to be
about your heart attitude.
"Never disparage anyone who is sick or weak. Their prayers are essential and extremely important."
And we found that to be true in our mission, that the prayers of the elderly and infirm really bring about
some amazing results.
"Your emotions will be your worst enemy. Sleep will be very important because of the stress you are
under, it will quickly deplete your clarity of thinking and energy. This will be a time of survival
techniques...especially spiritual survival techniques. Prayer and charity will increase your chances of
survival and prayer will be your number one most powerful weapon.
"The enemy is very sly, and he will insinuate many things to turn you against each other. Sitting down
and talking it out candidly, honestly, will completely foil his attempts to turn each of you against
another."
I would like to add repentance to that. You know, once you figure out whose thinking was right or wrong,
whoever has made a bad choice in their thinking or falsely accused, repentance is super important there
and to ask the forgiveness of the other person.
"There will be much need for patience and deferring anger. There is always a reason behind a failure
and it is always a test of virtue for you to bear it with charity and brotherly love. Remember: you will be
judged as you judge one another. If you want mercy, you must first mete out mercy. You may see yourself
as superior in the mix, but I guarantee - that will be your downfall.
"Somehow, Beloved, you must cultivate extreme respect for one another. It may look to you that another
is inferior to you, but I look upon the heart. And he who loves more is superior, in My viewpoint. You may
excel at many things, but if you have not charity, well... that will only buy you pride and vainglory. There
are souls that are so interiorly kindly and well disposed that even the most brilliant and accomplished
person is far inferior to them.
"This is no longer the world or worldly affairs you are dealing with. It is strictly spiritual and Our
standards in Heaven are so far removed from yours - they are unrecognizable. Rick Joyner's books bring
to the forefront the importance of charity and true spiritual vision. And remember, none of you have
absolutely perfect spiritual or Scriptural understanding. Each person has a gift to add to the mix. Your
task will be to find out and cultivate that gift and incorporate it. This will be a real trial of teamwork and
deferential yielding to one another, and how well you take care of the weakest link will determine your
success or failure.
"Whenever you feel threatened, your first recourse is PRAYER. This should be your very first response.
There will be many misinformation campaigns, as there always are in war, to turn attention away from
what is really important. If you rely on Me alone for your information, you will not fall for these side
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tracks.
"There will also be attempts to flush out believers. Be very careful of those who say that they're going to
make an alliance with you, but underneath it all they really want to find out what your agendas are, so
they can report you.
"Each person among you has a unique purpose. Try to discover that and nurture and honor it. Do not,
under any circumstances, hinder a soul who is wanting to step forward and serve. Give them something
to do, but do not deny them a job - that will seriously backfire on you. To feel needed, wanted and
important is key to keeping the peace. When all work together synchronistically, all will feel satisfied.
When things seem to be falling apart, pray against a spirit of Division.
"This will constantly be the enemy's course of action."
I want to say there, also, Lying spirits are responsible for division. Lying spirits, Beguiling spirits, spirits
of Division, Miscommunication, Twisting Communication - all of that is involved in that dynamic of
division.
"This will constantly be the enemy's course of action: divide and conquer, or set someone up for failure
and conquer. Be ever so supportive when one of you fails. Come to their rescue with warmth, security and
forgiveness. Reacting in anger will only empower the demons to cause dissent and dissatisfaction, which
will gnaw away at the hearts of some until there is a strong current of mutiny and division.
"Never assume that something is good or a good opportunity. Always pray first and find out from Me if it
is something you should do. Remember the story of the Trojan horse: everyone thought it was amazing
booty from their enemy, but once they pulled it inside the citadel, its true intention became clear as armed
soldiers piled out and took the city by surprise.
"All in all, success can be had through this most difficult of times. But understand, I do not measure
success by survival or prowess. My standard is Love, and to die for Me is gain."
"Do not fear those who kill the body but are unable to kill the soul; but rather fear Him who is able to
destroy both soul and body in hell. 29"Are not two sparrows sold for a cent? And yet not one of them will
fall to the ground apart from your Father....Matthew 10:28-29
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"Follow Your Dreams" Jesus encourages us.
November 8, 2015
The Lord's courage and blessing be with you,
Heartdwellers.
The Lord had quite an interesting message, something I
certainly was not expecting. It's definitely encouraging,
definitely something for those of us who have passed our
dreams by, or left our dreams behind. It's really a very encouraging message, so I'm going to get right into
it.
"I want to talk to you about dissatisfaction and how it ruins a soul and turns them bitter. In life there are
many ups and downs, and when a soul can weather these in equanimity she is way far ahead. So many
things arise from dissatisfaction, bitterness, complaining, negativity, discouragement, fatigue; it spawns
multiple symptoms that slacken a souls resolve and pulls them backwards.
"You have been precariously close to this at times, My Love. Although you are learning more and more to
be grateful in all circumstances. Your poor mother was steeped in it. so it is a wonder that you are free. I
know you saw this early on in life and worked so hard to turn your life around to something you could be
happy with. Those early morning dewdrops hung in your heart and brought you great joy, but something
was missing in all that success in photography -- - and finally you discovered was Me.
"But so many do not confront their dissatisfaction. They medicate it with TV, shopping, drugs, drinking
and sex. If only they would stop and get to the root, if only they would seek Me, they would readily find
Me and I would guide them into their own very special niche. Many now are thinking more freely about
what they really want to do with their lives, but the ones who are still steeped in unsatisfying occupations,
because of a roof over their heads, is staggering. What a terrible loss of talent and gifts. Really, it is heart
rending to see a soul swimming around in this world aimlessly, without a clue, not even coming close the
calling they would be so perfect for.
"Many times this is passed on from generation to generation: the mother, the father, settled for what was
necessary to support a lifestyle and said goodbye to their dreams at a very early age. Others are timid
and have been convinced that they can't live their dreams, by society and peers."
Oh yes, Lord, I remember being told, "You can't make money at that." When I told them I wanted to be a
nature photographer and make a living at it. There was just enough fight in me at that point that I planted
my feet and said, "Oh yeah? Just watch me." And managed to get clients and day rates that easily
supported my lifestyle. I just made up my mind that I couldn't live my life for a secretarial office job...I
just couldn't.

"And who do you think put that fire in you?"
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Really Lord, did You?

"Yes, My Love, I wanted to share with you so many beautiful things I created and when you romped in the
wilderness, on foot, or horseback, I was always there with you, knowing that someday We would meet
and you would be Mine, all Mine."
Oh thank you Lord for all the beauty you allowed me to experience and photograph. I saw so many
incredible sights! Oh, I miss being out in nature, looking for beauty. The wonder of discovery, and
capturing it on film. You have placed beauty everywhere...even in the most unexpected places. I
remember peacock colored oil slicks on the streets of New York City, the Brooklyn Bridge after a snow
storm against a slate blue sky. Amazing! But most of all Lord, I loved what You made without the
intervention of men...the raw wild beauty of nature, straight from your fingertips.

"Do you know, the satisfaction and joy I get from you noticing the littlest beautiful things I have created
and
scattered along your paths? Oh, it is immensely gratifying to see the expression on your face when you
discover My little gifts.
"Yes, I exulted with you when extremely beautiful things were found. And I watched the movement of your
heart, Clare, until you were ready to receive Me. And as I muse on these things, I am also sad for the
dark cages people live in from day to day just to pay their rent. So much inside of them is lost in this
elemental pursuit for a roof over their heads. If only they would dream outside of the box.
"That is why I long for souls to trust Me. I have something wonderful for everyone, but getting them to
think outside the box and take a plunge in faith is very hard to do. Security, conformity, prosperity are so
drilled into them from a young age, that taking a plunge into something they truly enjoy is on a par with
suicide. It's just too much of a risk.
"I brought this up, because you have many young people on your channel, and I have drawn them here
for a reason. I want to prosper the desire of their hearts. Even in the little time left to us, I want them to
begin to think outside the box.
"Precious ones, many of you have been brainwashed into accepting what your parents want for you.
Some of you are called to ministry and I have already spoken with you about that. Others are called to a
different profession, something stimulating, exciting and challenging. Something that engages all the
special gifts and talents I have graced you with from birth.
"Do you know that if you pursue your dreams now, even though the Tribulation will temporarily knock
many off course, when that is over we'll come back, and you will receive what I would like to call
Heavenly Career Counseling. In other words, you will be guided and encouraged into your dreams. Much
of what you learn in Heaven will be relevant when you return to Earth to serve Me. But I want to
encourage you right now. Do not bury your dreams. Do not put them in a coffin and bury them in the
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ground of impossibilities. Rather nurture them as you would a baby. Protect, feed and train those gifts
you long to use as an expression of your love for life.
"Many of you have been given musical talent, and long to write and sing songs about Me or to Me. There
is nothing stopping you but your own personal resolve that you will live your life for what you love. Fear
and sloth will put an end to your dreams and leave you running through the same well-- -worn rut day
after day like a rat through a maze. You run the rut, get the kernel and return to your cage, day after day
after day.
"May I remind you that you are not an animal with limited capabilities? You can break out of the rut and
get your kernel while you hone your talent. I am telling you there is not much time left, but I am also
encouraging you to follow those things which you yearn to do. Do not be captive in a run-- -of-- -the--mill boring job. Many of you have parents who gave up their dreams to put a roof over their heads. That
is not something to repeat. That is passing on the dull gray status quo and a guaranteed boring life filled
with dissatisfaction and long abandoned dreams as well as uncultivated talent.
"The two main things standing in your way are courage and hard work. If you apply yourself in these two
areas you will see results. Life will find a way and I will be with you. I never intended for My children to
grow old in a musty cubicle shuffling data from one place to another. Even a machine can do that job
without a human attending it.
"But what a machine cannot do is dream, postulate, create a new life, full of expectation and excitement.
Totally void of dissatisfaction. I want you to see yourself as totally unique, one of a kind, created to shine
for Me. You have been give treasure chests of gifts. You have been given dreams you've written off. You
have struggled with the same old path others take, for many months and years, and inside something is
yearning to be birthed.
Whether you are taken in the Rapture or not, there is still a life to live outside of that grey box, doing
things that bring excitement to your life, things that when you wake up in the morning you can thank Me
for.
"And for those of you who have taken that status quo job, I say to you, you are not chained to that. You
have the freedom to choose something different. It is a matter of values. Do you value that nice car and
apartment more than the freedom to create, explore and be challenged into a life full of opportunity to
use the gifts hidden inside, the dreams abandoned years ago? If you do, then you might as well resign
yourselves.
"But if you are willing to take risks and sacrifice the frills and lifestyles others put so much emphasis on.
If you are willing to be different and follow your dreams, even with only a tiny room to sleep in, but wake
up happy in the morning pursuing goals that are meaningful and satisfying to you, then I say, go for it. I
am with you. I've given you those dreams and those talents and now I want you to use them. Never mind
the Rapture and the world changes. Pursue your love, live a holy life -- - pure and sacrificing for others.
Put prayer first, and I will hone and train you into your much desired goals and dreams.
"I never created you for this dull grey box. No, I created you to live outside the box in the fresh air and
sunshine...following your dreams, relentlessly. Eventually you will accomplish your dreams, even with the
world crumbling around you. Even in those circumstances, you and your dreams are relevant and what
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you begin on Earth, you will complete in Heaven. Everyone of you, even the elderly, this is only the
beginning of your eternity."
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"Don't Fret Over Time" Jesus admonishes us....
November 9, 2015
God bless you, Heartdwellers.
Boy, did I have a heck of a time getting into the message
tonight...wow! A little bit of a firestorm over here - Ezekiel
and I. It seemed like it was raining demons! But, we got
through it. And the Lord had a very relevant message and
follow-up to the messages that He's given us over the last
two days.
So, as I came into prayer after worship, the Lord said:
"Trials and sufferings, your lot on Earth. But after these tests, the sweet, sweet fruit comes forth. Don't
allow these things to dismay you, My Love, they are all part of life. It comes with ups and downs and the
downs are the best part of all...that is, from My perspective. Because I know what follows on the heels of
them. Blessing after blessing after blessing."
And I thought, 'Oh boy - You definitely have a different perspective, Lord!'
"Too many of My Children become discouraged with trials. Rather, I would have you see them as an
opportunity to grow in grace and wisdom. Just as a child has very little understanding until he is has fully
matured as an adult, it is the trials he endured that made him a man. If only you could recognize...'OK,
here comes a trial, there's going to be fruit from this.' Then buckle down and work your way through,
around and over the obstacles with My help and soon you will be on the other side, weighing in the fruit.
At that moment I was reminded of the first chapter of James: Consider it pure joy, my brothers and
sisters,a whenever you face trials of many kinds, because you know that the testing of your faith produces
perseverance. Let perseverance finish its work so that you may be mature and complete, not lacking
anything. Blessed is the one who perseveres under trial because, having stood the test, that person will
receive the crown of life that the Lord has promised to those who love him.
Lord, they just aren't any fun. It seemed like it was raining demons over here for a while.
"Yes, they come at you from many different directions. But you stood the test and persevered and now we
are together with no one to molest us."
I'm sorry, Lord, my attitude is not the best right now.
"It will get better. Enter into My rest, cease your striving, I am right here before you. You don't have to
strain to see and hear Me, rather you need to let go and enter into that sweet place of rest.
"Have you noticed yet? When you are worshipping, it's the times when you lose yourself in worship that
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you begin to see Me. All of a sudden, I am there, smiling at you, so happy to see you entering into My
presence with thanksgiving and praise in your heart. All seems full of light, then suddenly, you see My
face, and I am smiling, always smiling at you as you recognize Me.
"It's when you lose yourself in praise and worship that you're eyes are opened by grace. So many strain
to see Me. If only they would just worship or respond to that sweet tap on their shoulder, and allow Me to
bring them to the banqueting table of My Heart...Oh, it would be so much easier!
"In this world, you strive to do everything. In Heaven, you let go and enter in. The dynamics are so
different. Learning to let go is part of trust and trust grows with maturity as you see how I always provide
for you. And it is in the reading of My Word that faith is nurtured and the foundation is laid to believe
that I am good. All that I have for you is good, and that I will never forsake you or leave you on your
own.
"How foolish it is for those in the world who choose to do it their way, on their own, without My help.
Little do they realize that there is nothing good in their being that I did not plant there. And that even
when they think it is their ability that accomplishes things, still it is My grace that gave them access to
that ability. Many are the little ones who do not have access to the greatness of their souls...yet. I have
kept them little, that they might grow in virtue, which is the framework and structure for all the other
gifts. Without virtue, the gifts are easily lost. Without humility, the very roof and foundation, the elements
- trials and difficulties of this world steal away the good that was there."
Lord, I remember, I knew I had a gift to give, but you kept all the doors closed to me until You were
ready. I wondered all those years, 'Am I to perish with these gifts and all you've done for me? If it be your
wish, Lord, let it be so.' Still, there was a light inside...that gave off hope that someday, I'd be able to help
others because of my failures. And I was right. You did encourage me and tell me that it would be some
day - but it seemed like forever.
"Yes, if only souls would trust Me to bring them out of their obscurity at the right time, so much would
stand rather than rise up only to crumble because there was a crack in the foundation, a leak in the roof,
braces missing from the beams. These things take time. And as all of you are looking towards the dreams
I've planted in your hearts, I want you to grasp this: 'These things take time.' Do not be in a hurry, you
will only spoil the work.
"The enemy insinuates that you must rush, rush, rush because there is so little time. But in reality this life
and the next will be joined seamlessly and your journey will never end. Just because you are translated
into Heaven does not mean your talent or your work will lie stagnant. No, quite the opposite. It will be
supernaturally vitalized and reach even more souls, but you must be patient to see that.
"This misconception and lack of understanding of the seamlessness of passing from Earth to Heaven is a
major lie the enemy uses to get you to act prematurely, or to get you to push and strive. 'Gotta get it
done...no more time...gotta hurry. Push-push-push.' It simply is not true. Once you begin the commitment
to serve Me, once you give yourself to Me, what I begin I finish. And it is not constrained by time. No, it is
enhanced by time. So, put away your striving and worrying and just follow Me day by day, step by step,
never considering the future beyond what I give you to do and you will be safe from this deadly dynamic
of giving birth to a premature baby that cannot possibly survive in this hostile climate.
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"Cleave to your littleness and the slow rate with which things are done. Revel in the little things that
progress securely without shortcuts and rushing. It is good to keep in mind the children's story of The
Tortoise and the Hare. The tortoise plodded along slowly with his eye on the finish line, knowing that he
couldn't race ahead to the finish line. He just plodded - hour after hour. The hare, thinking he could run
quickly and easily to the finish line, started running circles around him. But then he lost track of the finish
line, and the plodding tortoise won the race.
Lord, I've always been the March hare...running and running, pushing and pushing. But then you taught
me to be slow and plodding and I would reach my destination sooner. How true these words of wisdom
have been, as music has been written, arranged and recorded. It's all come true because of the slowness
with which it was done. Even with my voice it was a plodding miracle.
"And the beauty of what I accomplish in a soul who chooses the tortoise, is humility. Things come with
effort and substantial perseverance and this keeps you dependent upon Me without looking to yourself as
the source.
"Oh, My dear ones, how positively important it is for you not to assign greatness to yourselves. I alone
am great and what I accomplish in you is great and as long as you don't lose sight of that, Satan cannot
steal the wonderful things that we've accomplished together. It is only when you take the reins in run
ahead of me that you are bound for disaster and failure.
"So, I have shared this lesson with you, because I need you to see in reality, what you begin on Earth will
not end the day of the Rapture. Rather it will continue on with the boost of supernatural giftings in
Heaven. Those notes you couldn't carry. That math equation you couldn't master, the shading that just
never looked right. The chords you couldn't manage on the piano, and the design that eluded you. People
skills and management - so many areas of your lives will burst into prosperity and come with ease once
you have left this Earth that is staggering with opposition. So, do not fret over time, time belongs to Me
and My eternity. Be encouraged. Take your time; it's a journey. It is a seamless journey and will be
completed in Heaven."
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Your Patience In Supporting Me, Why the Rapture was Delayed
November 10, 2015
May the blessings and peace of our Lord Jesus be with you
today.
I have to confess, this is NOT going to be my favorite
message. Not really because it contains bad news or
anything like that. Just... difficult because there's some talk
in here about some of the things that have been happening overseas. I had a hard time getting into hearing
the Lord tonight. Sometimes He's very still and quiet.
I said to Him after worship, "Lord I know You're here, I just can't hear You. Please, Jesus, don't you have
a word for us?"
"My Love, I am always here with you, always."
But you know, guys, when He answered me it was a faint voice, it wasn't crystal clear and right up front I had to reach for it. So, I answered Him, "And by faith, I know that."
"But even more than faith, I wrap My arms around you, Clare, and hold you ever so tightly to My heart.
Yet you do not see Me always. I hide from you."
So I said, "Please, Lord, stop hiding and speak for the Heartdwellers who are so eager to hear Your words
tonight."
He began: "My Children, patience and perseverance do not come easily. They are won at a cost...the cost
of constant effort and vigilance over your fleshly nature. In the world, you are not accustomed to wait
and persevere. Many things are offered to you for your instant gratification, from fast foods to drugs to
uncommitted sexual relations, to buy it on credit. Buy now, pay later.
"None of these things support virtue. Rather they enhance the impatience and compulsive nature in man
to gratify every possible craving. Breaking loose from this merry-- -go-- -round of gratification is not
easy -- - it requires constant effort. Fatigue weakens your resolve and gives compulsions the upper hand.
"Much of what people treat as a psychiatric disorder is merely the result of being raised in an instant
gratification society. Even television bends the mind to expect results faster. You become programmed
that things which normally takes months and years to accomplish, come full circle before your very eyes
within an hour of your time. That does leave an impression, a groove in your consciousness that life can
be lived on the fast track. This, of course, leads to serious errors in judgment and thinking that leave
adults in their 30's still thinking like adolescents.
"Many serious mistakes are made that impact the next generation...your children then become the
byproduct of this way of life. Here is where I must step in and help you to return to a life of sanity, of
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cycles that promote different aspects of your lives: the sowing, cultivating, harvesting, and resting cycles,
each covering periods of months in which certain things fall into order. It is far too complicated for Me to
explain here. But suffice it to say, the lunar and solar cycles of life on Earth were deliberately designed to
optimize a balanced life.
"Man, by using technology, has thrown this out of perspective so that you are reaping when you should
be sowing, cultivating when you should be resting. And impatiently jumping from one cycle to another at
will. My point is, patience, perseverance, temperance have been distorted and enable the reasonings for
sinful decisions that can ultimately result in the loss of your soul.
"Most of you on this channel have come to grips with the idea that things take time, yet some of you are
quite impatient and discouraged with yourselves. I give you far more time to accomplish things than you
give yourself. I see how deeply entrenched you are in these un-- -natural rhythms and I understand that
turning you is a lengthy
project that must happen over time. I want you to understand that about yourself as well.
"Much of the discouragement you experience from day to day has to do with dissatisfaction of yourself.
Things just don't happen fast enough. I am not giving you blanket permission to sin -- - I am giving you
answers as to why your lives seem so frustrating and slow to change. There is also a spirit of Ambition to
take into consideration.
Combined with Perfectionism, this pair is formidable in lowering resolve, self-- -esteem, and a sense of
control, by causing you to constantly overreach your limits -- - which despite your most aggressive
efforts, ends in failure. Time after time this becomes a pattern and you begin to slacken in resolve. This is
a very effective way to discourage you.
"So, yesterday I presented you with an image of perseverance and an image of compulsion: the tortoise
and the hare. Today I want you to find yourself in these two characters and begin to apply Godly wisdom
to the way you go about things. Satan is very clever in using the principles of time against you to cause
anxiety, insecurity and forced moves."
When He said that, I was reminded of some things Ezekiel and I have gone through, and I chimed in here,
"Boy, have I seen that in my life."
I remember a sense of having to escape to South America before everything crumbled in the US, and this
was based on a prophetic word given by a well-- -established prophet, and an invitation from pastors
kinda egged that on, to go to Columbian, South America. This is about 20 years ago. It turned out to be a
waste of time as far as escaping events, because nothing happened in our country, which probably was the
Mercy of God at the time. But the Lord used it anyway, as we were able to in minister all over Columbia.
There were a couple of times early on in our marriage when we felt the urgency to relocate, and they
seemed to be false starts.
The Lord continued, "You would be amazed of how many stories just like yours are common in the lives
of believers. My people, do not be ashamed of these failures, do not allow the enemy to beat you with
embarrassment. Many, many, times it was prayer that averted disaster after you had committed to move,
and it was your faith that caused you to think this way. That is nothing to be ashamed of, although to the
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world you are despised and ridiculed for this kind of thinking.
"What I am referring to here is putting off important life decisions that are necessary stages in your lives,
thinking that there is no more time left to you. Here is a delicate balance between acting and waiting. If
you are very attentive to Me, you will know the times and the seasons. If that should suddenly change, you
will also know that as you did this past June. Right now, thousands upon thousands are converting from
Islam to Christianity. Had the Bride been taken, these souls would have perished."
Here I want to share Ezekiel's vision, which he had just a few days ago:
There was a long cliff as far as you could see. It dropped off into a deep and wide chasm and people by
the thousands: men, women, and children as far as you could see. They were all running head-- -long off
the cliff into this horrible abyss, that was belching red and orange and black fire and smoke. The abyss
had many ledges and different levels and the most horrific monstrous demons were ripping and tearing
and torturing these people in different ways. It was a place of unspeakable horror. It left a terrible imprint
on my mind for two days and nights that I just couldn't get rid off.
On the third day, I woke up in fear and anxiety at what I had just seen for the last two days. The Lord then
showed me the edge of the abyss, the same image -- - only this time a large human hand and arm came
down, slammed down on the edge of the abyss, stopping the people from going any further. I then saw the
relief workers in Syria who were martyred in August of this year (Charisma magazine). Eleven martyrs: 8
men, 2 women, and a twelve-- - year-- -old boy. I saw them in Paradise, and they were being paraded on
the shoulders of heavenly souls waving palm branches and celebrating them with great rejoicing.
The image went back to the crowds at the abyss and the people were turning and running the opposite
direction
towards a large, luminous cross. And the Lord broke in and spoke to me, "What you read and heard and
imagined from the report was indeed frightening beyond compare. However, remember that I am faithful
and My protection was with these martyred souls. Even in the moments of great pain and anguish, torture
and death I had already begun to lift them up and out of themselves, and their shining souls were so
wrapped in ecstasy and heavenly bliss before My Face they felt nothing, fought nothing, and did nothing
but glorify Me and My Name, with eyes turned Heavenward in a strong and powerful witness to the
crowds that had gathered."
Isis forced thousands of people from the city to congregate where these were to be publicly raped,
beheaded and crucified. It was reported by several witnesses that these martyrs were continually calling
out to the crowd to give their lives to Jesus, looking up into the sky smiling and saying, "Jesus! Jesus!
Jesus!" while horrible things were being done to their bodies.
Jesus continued, "That is why there are so many reports of untold thousands converting to Me. There's a
bigger picture, there's a bigger wisdom."
Ezekiel continued, Here I want to quote Isaiah 35:4 which the Lord gave me, Be strong and do not be
afraid, your God will come to save you.
This is beautiful, guys, I looked up the entire passage: 3 Strengthen the feeble hands, steady the knees that
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give way 4 say to those with fearful hearts, "Be strong, do not fear; your God will come, he will come
with vengeance; with divine retribution he will come to save you."5 Then will the eyes of the blind be
opened and the ears of the deaf unstopped.
Wow! How many people were converted, their eyes were opened? 6 Then will the lame leap like a deer,
and the mute tongue shout for joy. Water will gush forth in the wilderness and streams in the desert. 7
The burning sand will become a pool, the thirsty ground bubbling springs. In the haunts where jackals
once lay, grass and reeds and papyrus will grow. 8 And a highway will be there; it will be called the Way
of Holiness, it will be for those who walk on that Way. The unclean will not journey on it; wicked fools
will not go about on it. 9 No lion will be there, nor any ravenous beast; they will not be found there. But
only the redeemed will walk there,
And I had a vision again of those martyrs waving palm branches, and the crowd in jubilation, celebrating
their victory. 10 and those the Lord has rescued will return. They will enter Zion with singing; everlasting
joy will crown their heads. Gladness and joy will overtake them, and sorrow and sighing will flee away.
After this Ezekiel prayed asking direction from Holy Spirit and opened my Bible at random, which fell
open to the account of the fiery chariot that took Elijah up into Heaven:
11 As they were going along and talking, behold, there appeared a chariot of fire and horses of fire which
separated the two of them. And Elijah went up by a whirlwind to heaven. 2 Kings 2:11
Beautiful, just beautiful. And the Lord picked up again just as I was finishing this.
"Yes, there were reasons for the delay in June, very excellent reasons, and because of your patience and
perseverance, thousands upon thousands are being converted and giving their lives to Me. I am not done
with this Harvest yet, My Beloveds, they are still coming to Me by the thousands, and you are partakers in
this Harvest because you have chosen to support My desire by prayer, patience and perseverance. So, do
not grow weary with delays. Know that these, too, will be added to your account in Heaven."
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The Invitation To Overcome Temptation
November 11, 2015
The blessing and peace of our Lord Jesus is with us,
Heartdwellers.
Well, I had one heck of a night. I got really tempted in
prayer. Thank you, Lord, for delivering me from evil, but
boy - it was a struggle.
Well, my dear friends and family...I was having a wonderful
time in worship this night, really drawing close to the Lord, really sensing His heart and really praying for
all of you and the persecuted Christians.
Then it hit me. You might not think much of it, but the devils are very clever and they know my weak
spots. All of a sudden, I got hit with a temptation to buy a flute from a well-known flute maker on the
Taos Indian Pueblo.
I have wanted one of these flutes...for YEARS...
It latched onto me like white on rice. Believe it or not, I knew it was a temptation, because I could feel it
grab hold of me. I felt it physically in my body, like a sense of yearning that I just had to have this. And
how wonderful - it would be a way to develop my exhale, which is causing problems for my breathing,
anyway. And I could play music to the Lord.
But without asking Him, I just knew this was a temptation. I fought it, and fought it, and fought it. One
moment in my mind, I was in intimate communion with the Lord - the next moment in my mind I was
driving to the reservation to look for a flute....
I even prayed, "Lord, deliver me from evil!" But the yearning and suggestions just kept coming back. So,
I decided to check with the Bible Promises, thinking, 'Maybe the Lord was in this and He wanted to bless
me with this instrument.' What did I get? Just what I expected: Lust.
Now flee from youthful lusts and pursue righteousness, faith, love and peace, with those who call on the
Lord from a pure heart. II Tim 2:22
Then, I heard in the back of my mind, "Are you going to contend with the Lord over this like you always
do?"
And I said, "No, I'm not!! Oh no, I'm not!" But then a stream of objections went flooding through my
brain.
And as I struggled against this temptation, I kept seeing myself before I was a Christian, and a flute just
like this one would have been something I wanted. So, I went through all the logic:
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"But Lord, it would be good for my breathing!"
"No, I'd get bored with it... I don't have any time for it!"
"But it would be a healthy form of expressing my love for Him."
"No, it wouldn't - you know He doesn't want you to have it, so how could you playing it be pleasing to
Him?"
'Go look it up on the Internet! Just one look, it can't hurt anything?'
"No! I know this is a test and I'm not going to flunk it!"
'Yes, you are. You can't resist - you're going to pull it up on the net.'
"NO, I'M NOT!!! I'm not giving into you devils! Lord, Save me!!"
Then I realized I was fighting the enemy! I'd totally lost my sweet connection with the Lord - I mean it
was GONE! Out the window, far away, only a vapor... That's when I resolved to shift my focus.
"Deliver me from evil, Lord, I can't fight this by myself."
And I knew what I must do - get back into that place of worship. In the background, the song was "It's all
about you, Jesus. It's not about me, or that You should do it my way." And yet another song about
"nothing matters but giving it all to You," on and on. Good conviction songs. But I remembered I cannot
conquer my flesh on my own. It is the vision of His goodness, His loving face and presence that causes
me to leave it all behind for Him...for love of Him.
I know all the intellectual arguments about obedience, the pros and the cons, etc., etc. But none of that
matters when I see His face and He melts my heart... and how can I say 'no' to that? I can't. Dear ones, I
don't know what you're struggling with in this hour, but if you've fallen in love with Him just once and go
back to that place and compare what you are lusting after with His Holy and Sweet countenance, you will
have the victory! If you just keep focusing on Him, His love for you, His beauty... you can't possibly
choose sin over that.
This is why this channel is so attacked! The devils know that once you fall head-over-heels in love with
Jesus, you won't want anything else - they won't be able to tear you away from Him with self-interest and
self-will. They hate our intimacy with the Savior like nothing else, because it is our source of victory, our
inspiration, our very reason for being.
And I'd like to say to you who have criticized and condemned us for knowing and loving God: do you
have secret sins in your life you just haven't been able to conquer??? Are there things you are still doing
that you hate, even while you condemn our teachings on this channel? Are you living in unrighteousness
and having to hide your sins from other Christians, while you take shots at us?
Come on - be honest here: just for once - no one else is listening or looking. Get honest with yourself.
You haven't been able to stop sinning, and you don't know why? You're doing all the 'right' things,
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praying all the 'right' prayers, singing all the 'right' songs, going to all the 'right' Bible studies and showing
yourself approved unto God:
As if says in 2 Timothy 2:15 Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman who needeth not to be
ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth.
Yes! "Who needs not to be ashamed." But you're still ashamed, because you just can't quit that sin.
Because you haven't encountered and cultivated the intimate love relationship with Jesus. You simply do
not have the strength to overcome your sins... The Word of God and your resolve are not powerful
enough. You need His Love and His Grace. Nothing trumps His love. When you experience His love and
keep coming back for more, then you will conquer those sins. But unless you're the Iron Man, you're
going to keep falling, because it's His Love that leads to repentance. As it is written, "It is the kindness of
God that leads you to repentance." Romans 2:4
Yes, when you open yourself to Who He really is to you, how much He loves you, and you receive that
love into your heart, not your head - then with all your heart you will begin to break with these sins that
hurt Him and hurt you and have held you captive. But legalisms won't do it. Fear won't do it.
Condemnation won't do it. Threats of hellfire won't do it! It's His LOVE - the ONLY power on Earth that
will do it.
And that's when I put that silly flute down in my mind. I saw it was nothing compared to the precious
love of My Jesus.
After I had written this, I said, "LORD, is there anything You would like to add? Am I being too harsh or
am I right?"
"You are right. And yes, you are being firm - but nonetheless it is My love that will lead you to repentance
and abandoning your sins. And it is there for you when you want it. I'm not your father, nor your pastor,
nor your wife or husband, or any relative that's treated you with disrespect, contempt and harsh
legalisms. I am your loving and tender God, committed to helping you through this earthly journey and
into My arms in Heaven.
"You cannot do it alone, you must have My Grace. You must know My Love before you can Love others.
You say you love, but you are full of condemnation of others. Why is that? Because you've never known
My love, because those who were to love you as I do, failed. They condemned and bullied and coerced
and manipulated you into religion, because they didn't know My Love either. They have caused you to
live by a rulebook not by love. What does My Word say about that? "If I have the gift of prophecy and can
fathom all mysteries and all knowledge, and if I have a faith that can move mountains, but do not have
love, I am nothing." I Cor. 13:2
"Come to Me. I am calling out to you. Please, lay down your weapons against My Body and embrace Me
for who I AM. I did not come into the world to condemn the world, but to save it. I permitted My hands
and feet to be nailed to the cross to present a picture of My Love for you, but men have distorted My Love
into a cold-hearted religion full of do's and don'ts.
"I only have one 'do' and one 'don't': don't judge your brother and love your brother as I have loved you.
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But if you still do not know My Love, how then can you love your brother? It is My Love that is calling
out to you, and it is My Love you have been shutting out and condemning.
Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud. It does not dishonor
others, it is not self-seeking. I Cor. 13:4-5
"Consider your ways children! Consider your ways and the fruits of your lives. Consider those things you
are terrified others will find out about you. Consider that I came to deliver you from evil. But you must
come to Me unconditionally, with open arms and open hearts and receive My unconditional love for you.
Then you can go out and love everyone, even as I have loved you.
"I do not say this lightly. Your time on this Earth is coming to a close. The finals are taking place now.
The only question you must answer correctly is simply,
"Did you learn how to love?"
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Divination vs Authentic Intimacy with God
November 12, 2015
The Lord's sweet blessing and presence is with us,
Heartdwellers.
I ran across a YouTube tonight that assigned the idea of
intimacy in prayer with God to a demonic spirit of
divination, similar to what Paul experienced in Acts 16.
"It happened that as we were going to the place of prayer, a
slave-girl having a spirit of divination met us, who was bringing her masters much profit by fortunetelling. 17 Following after Paul and us, she kept crying out, saying, "These men are bond-servants of the
Most High God, who are proclaiming to you the way of salvation." 18 She continued doing this for many
days. But Paul was greatly annoyed, and turned and said to the spirit, "I command you in the name of
Jesus Christ to come out of her!" And it came out at that very moment....
What this particular teacher had mentioned was that the Lord was warning her of a Python spirit, a spirit
of Divination. She saw in her vision a bedroom - and the intimation was that the relationship begins in
private prayer, because a lot of us have our private prayer in our bedrooms. (Although, I could never keep
my eyes open if I did that!) She wasn't taking shots at us guys, at all. But she did mention this, and it
could be interpreted. There are people out there that have an idea that what we teach is divination. But
there's an interesting point to be considered.
So, what is the difference between what we are teaching on this channel and divination? First of all, we
do not tell fortunes or even claim to tell people any kind of private prophecy, nor do we sell anything. In
fact, even our books are free downloads.
This woman was a professional soothsayer who told fortunes for a living. That has no resemblance at all
to what Heart Dwellers is about, and what we teach. We teach personal holiness as the fruit of spiritual
union and intimacy with our Lord, which we most often approach during our worship and prayer time.
Heartdwellers, don't be impatient with me when I defend what Our Lord has been teaching us, please. I
am very protective of this intimacy in purity of spirit, with God, because the fruit is personal holiness and
highly threatening to the enemy. I realized this teacher was only alluding to this relationship because she
saw a bedroom in her vision. Basically, what she was saying is this spirit of Divination, or this Python
spirit is rising up in the Body of Christ. I think one of the ways you can recognize it is, people are selling
readings at conferences - you pay for a reading from the Scriptures or whatever, give a donation and get a
reading or something like that. It seemed to be part of what she was saying. So, obviously that doesn't
resemble us at all. But the idea that intimacy with the Lord can be invaded by unclean spirits - that's
something we all have to be on the lookout for. That's why I have so many teachings on discernment,
because that relationship will be threatened, and the enemy will try to sully it.
How many times have I been crystal clear that there is no trace of anything unclean with the Lord?
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So, Heartdwellers, we have to be SO discerning, and it is because you have kept your hearts pure from
personal motives that almost all of you have had genuine experiences with the Lord that have led you to
greater devotion and commitment to Him. Not flaunting your gifts at all...which would be a giveaway that
a wrong spirit is operating in us.
At this point I began to speak to the Lord, 'cause my heart was heavy and as I looked at this whole
situation and how it could be interpreted, I was carrying a burden in my heart.
"Oh Lord, it's so hard for me to worship tonight. My heart is so heavy. How could anyone equate that
relationship - that tender and pure relationship between a soul and You as a manifestation of
divination??? Jesus, please speak to me."
"My love, the world is full of naysayers, those who haven't experienced Me on that level. They also put
down tongues. How discouraging is that? Eventually, the fog is going to break for them, depending on
their motives. Hopefully it is pure - somewhat like you experienced today. Still, personal spiritual
realities are critically guarded from interlopers.
"Some are convinced they are doing Me a favor by pulling ministries and moves of My Spirit apart and
using distorted logic to discredit legitimate use of Scripture. Know that this is terribly hurtful to Me as
well, but I understand and know that eventually all things that are shrouded in uncertainty are going to
be brought into the light of truth and ratified.
"Until then, My Love, you and I carry a burden in our hearts and a certain grief. Allow Me to strengthen
you, Clare. Allow Me to carry you when it just hurts too much. Very little is understood about My Holy
Spirit and how easily He is grieved when men presume to teach what I have not given them. But as you
have experienced first hand, the devils are clever enough to fool even the elect, were it possible. But I
have given you the movements of My Spirit deep in your soul and this is an invaluable aid to you in
discerning truth from fantasy.
"Those Christians who have not had supernatural experiences and have not been taken to Heaven have a
very narrow and limited view of what I meant when I said, 'I go to prepare a place for you'. They are
motivated by fear, the fear of losing their souls to deception and fabrication.
Even now, Lord, I fear fabrication of my own making, putting together some 'sound good story' in
defense of what You have taught me.
Do you know that is a healthy and good sign?
It is?
"Yes, it is. Because presumption is where the fall begins. Those who presume on Me and overstep the
boundaries of propriety are more prone to deception. Although I chide you, My Love, saying 'Still you do
not recognize Me, Clare?' I honor your faithfulness and fidelity to truth and willingness to be wrong and
correct yourself.
"My Brides, I am asking you to be very, very flexible and teachable. Some of you have escaped from
Boxed religions surrounded by electric fences of fear. They have based their faith on the Scriptures as
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they understand them and are quick to accept the teachings of their forerunners in that denomination. In
fact, that is used as a foundation upon which to build. Anything that threatens the tidy borders of that box
must be dissected with Scripture and disproven; otherwise the survival of their denomination hangs in the
balance.
"This is simply basic human behavior and wisdom. It doesn't mean people are bad, just limited. And I
don't care how developed spiritually you think you are; you have your limitations, too. No one has all the
answers, and all have fallen short of the glory of My Kingdom.
"This is why I insist that you taste the fruits. If the fruit is sour and bitter, you know error has crept in.
Whether it be demonic or human, is not the point. When you cease to see repentance, conversion,
commitment, peace and joy, you know you've lost Me somewhere along the line.
"My People, I am giving you ample rules of discernment so that you can go past your denominational
borders and still be correct and in communion with Me. So here you want to differentiate between a spirit
of divination and My Spirit of Truth. My Spirit will lead you into all truth as I promised:
"I have much more to say to you, more than you can now bear."
Do you understand that much of what I wanted to disclose to you then you were not ready for, and the
union of our souls was one such concept?
The Scripture continues: 13 But when he, the Spirit of truth, comes, he will guide you into all the truth.
He will not speak on his own; he will speak only what he hears, and he will tell you what is yet to come."
The Lord broke in there and said, "It should have been clear when I announced that absolutely nothing of
real importance was going to happen in September - that it was a prophecy that your mettle could be
tested by. But some don't really care to test the Spirit and see, rather a blanket condemnation is much
easier. That is why some remained unconvinced even after the month of September passed without
incident."
Scripture continues here: 14He will glorify me because it is from me that he will receive what he will
make known to you. John chapter 16
"You have taught on My beauty, My kindness, My Mercy, My Healing, My forgiveness, My promises, My
words and how to stand on them - even My righteous judgement. As a result, on this channel you have
seen conversions, people coming back to Me after 50 years, repentance and people leaving illicit
relationships, paying the government what has been stolen from them, and many, many outstanding
healings. And the love on this channel is more than evident, to everyone who visits."
"By this all men will know that you are My disciples, if you love one another." John 13:36
"Are you to tell Me this is not proof that this channel is My work? By My Spirit and not a spirit of
divination? Clare, a kingdom divided against itself cannot stand. You can write off all the experiences as
fantasy, but you cannot write off the fruit. So, be encouraged My Love, I am indeed speaking to those on
this channel, not just you. So many now hear My voice clearly and what is the fruit? Across all borders
one fruit is universal proof: every single one who has experienced this intimate union of souls that has
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not a trace of the flesh in it, longs to yield up their will to Me and prefers My will for their lives over their
own.
"Satan's kingdom would have crumbled long ago if all believers would manifest these signs. It is
irrefutable proof that I am the source of wisdom for these teachings and certainly not a dark spirit.
"Oh, how I look forward to the day when there is no more deception, no more division, suspicion,
judgment and darkness in the hearts and minds of My Bride. Oh, how I long for the day when all will live
in accord and none will besmirch the others. Rather, all will be of one accord with Me, in unity with Me,
living their lives for Me by the power of My Spirit, forever bringing glory to Me."
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I Will Rejoice Over You With Singing & Dancing
November 13, 2015
The blessing and the precious Love of our Lord is with us,
Heartdwellers. It truly is. A beautiful message tonight,
(chuckle) ...a beautiful message tonight - and if you hear
someone snoring in the background, that's my kitty Judah,
who looks like a mountain lion. He likes to snore. I just
couldn't put him to bed, and he wanted to go to sleep in the
studio with us.
So, I waited on the Lord after worship, and I've really missed Him lately. Because I've wanted to be really
faithful in getting the message out, and the Lord just hasn't been manifesting in that really sweet way;
dancing with me in a real, sensible way that I could see in the spirit. He hasn't been doing that and I really
miss Him, I really miss that. But I know that when He hides from me that way, that those graces are still
going to souls - other souls that need to see Him. I know that He uses that as a suffering, as a Simon's
Cross, so to speak. So, I'm trying to be patient about it. But I just started crying about it tonight, 'cause I
missed Him so much.
As I was waiting, I heard the word "wonderful" - oh, two or three times repeated: wonderful. Wonderful.
And then He began:
"This is about how wonderful you and all My devoted Brides are. Simply wonderful. Like the song says,
'Wonderful, Counselor, Prince of Peace, reflecting the great I AM.' You all are fathers and mothers to the
needy as well. All of those wonderful qualities that Terry (MacAlmon) sings about manifest in My Brides
in different measures.
"When you spend time with someone, thinking about them, living with them, you become just like them.
That's why I said Wonderful. The qualities of My Brides reflect who is inhabiting their house, their tent.
Indeed - I am, and as a result, each of you star-studded gems reflect Me in different ways according to
your callings. Isn't that wonderful? To Me it is.
"Out there in the great sea of humanity there are lights: a few here, a few there. They are separated by
great distances, sometimes even in tiny clusters where they support one another, like you are here.
"But as I look out over humanity I see mostly darkness; those who are still the walking dead spiritually"
Oh, so many - too numerous to count. And I long to find the lights and those who are longing to be lights
that I might inhabit them fully and be a blessing to all around. That's why I say 'wonderful.' That's why I
sing over you even as it is written:
The LORD your God in the midst of you is mighty; he will save, he will rejoice over you with joy; he
will quiet you with his love, he will rejoice over you with singing. Zephaniah 3:17
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Yes, Lord so many times I hear you singing the song I'm singing, except You're singing it back to me. I
dare not believe such things about myself.
"Why not? I'm believing them. I'm singing them over you because of the progress you have made in
yielding to Me. I do rejoice over you in singing, Clare. Please don't doubt Me.
I'm sorry, Lord.
"Oh, doubt blocks so many wonderful things I want to convey to My Bride. Trying to keep the wraps on
humility...is really futile. Pride always finds a way, no matter how vigilant the soul. You needn't worry too
much about humbling yourself, until you see something trying to overtake you.
"I genuinely liked it when you sang songs from My perspective. I love those songs, how you have
conveyed My tenderness to others. Yes, they are very, very special to Me."
Ouch Lord, that's a sore spot right now.
"I know."
I got real silent. My heart began to ache and tears well up in my eyes, all because I really miss singing
and music. And He was, of course, reading my heart.
"Clare, it's not time yet." He whispered, "But I promise you, your time will come."
I began crying. I miss music so much. It's funny - I envisioned a lifestyle, living in the remote mountains
with a small modest studio and dwelling overlooking the canyon. Leading a life of prayer, writing songs,
hiking the ridges and lush valleys with ferns. Yes, I really do have a dream. Although I thought I might be
exempt from the dreams, because I do love what I am doing now on YouTube. I guess I was fooling
myself, because there are still other things on my heart, yet to be realized.
"Oh yes, My Love, I know your dreams and you know the author. Nothing you muse upon is strictly yours,
we are too close. I have put those dreams in your heart for later days, they still have their time. And the
Rapture has no influence upon those dreams at all, so put that thought away! All of you, My Brides.
"You know I already know how you are going to respond to this before you do, right? That's why I'm
asking you - put away your thoughts about the Rapture interrupting your dreams, because I know all of
you are thinking that..."
Yes, I've gotten used to that, almost. Sometimes I pretend to slip one by You, Lord, but I know better.
"My tender spouse, you have seen that studio. Yes, you have a vision of it, Clare, it is the same one I have.
Just exactly, high on the rocks overlooking the wild canyon, right at tree level with the birds landing right
out side on branches, 'chippering' away as you would say. All your favorite creatures right outside your
windows: elk and deer, lions and bears, all to be enjoyed in their native environment. Yes, My Love, that
vision is real...and if it tarries, wait for it.
"For the vision is yet for the appointed time; It hastens toward the goal and it will not fail. Though it
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tarries, wait for it; For it will certainly come, it will not delay." Habakkuk 2:3
Lord, You know there are those who would criticize my use of Scripture here, when in fact You were
referring to something else when it was written.
"What? Am I not allowed to repeat Myself?? Oh, you must tell them! I have permission from My Father
in Heaven to repeat Myself. As much as I like, by the way."
I laughed and said, "What if they don't believe me?"
"Well, then, that's their great misfortune, because I quote that Scripture to many of My people for
encouragement. They are missing out on a faith builder."
"You're funny, Lord."
"I am also serious and it is their great loss that I cannot speak to them on a personal level out of the
Scriptures. I have done that with all of My People, throughout the ages."
So how do I interpret: "But know this first of all, that no prophecy of Scripture is a matter of one's own
interpretation?" 2 Peter 1:20
"By reading the rest of the Scripture?"
Oh! I goes on to say, "For no prophecy was ever made by an act of human will, but men moved by the
Holy Spirit spoke from God."
"And see, I am speaking this to you personally. It is fresh, from Me. As I said, I have permission to repeat
Myself."
I have to giggle.
"Oh, Clare, I am so tired of the boxes men put Me in. That is why I am against men's religions and the
way it is manipulated by opinion. And that opinion is usually protecting some kind of self-interest. It
always ends up being a box canyon, a dead end. But when I return, I will restore the faith to its pure state
and manipulation will not be tolerated. I'm afraid you'll have to wait till then to have some peace and
quiet from your dissenters."
It'll be worth it, Lord!!!
"But until then, I want you to trust Me, Clare. Though that little piece of Heaven tarries, I have it in My
Heart to build it for you.
"Well, getting back to what I was saying. My Brides, (I'm sorry. Judah is snoring SO loud...) I am singing
over you, if you will have it. Yes, tenderly and jubilantly I sing over you. In this dark sea of humanity, you
are my lights set upon a hill. While the rest of the world rejoices in the material possessions they can
acquire, you rejoice in acquiring Me. Do you know just how wonderful that makes Me feel?
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"My dear ones, imagine overlooking a valley filled with dwellings and in the whole valley there is not one
fire or light. All is absolute darkness. Imagine, walking through that valley and looking in each tent, and
house, and seeing only darkness. And as you continue to walk your heart begins to ache for the light, but
again house after house after house, nothing but darkness. Then you come to a little shack, and there
inside is one person, reading My Word by candlelight and pondering to himself, how wonderful is his
God. So, when I finally find him, what do you suppose I will do?"
Go in and dine with him?
"Exactly! I will joyfully knock on that door and inquire if I might come in. And he will joyfully respond,
"I've been waiting for You, Lord!"
"But then imagine: there are some studying by the light of the lamp. I call to them, 'I'm so happy to find
you studying My Word and thanking Me for what I've done for you! Can we talk? Can I sing over you?
Can I dance with you? It's in the Scriptures...'
"And they scowl and say, 'God doesn't do those things with men. In the Name of Jesus, be gone you
familiar spirit!' And then slam the door in My face...
"Yet I have said, in Zeph. 3:17 - "I rejoice over you" -which literally means 'dance, skip, leap, and spin
around in joy.' I dance with shouts of joy over you!
"Clare, can you imagine how I feel when I am turned away? And what's worse yet, is that this teaching
goes out from this mistaken soul and hinders others from being free with Me. And those who defend My
right to do these things are persecuted, as you are. So, you see, when I find the soul who not only is
studying My Word and inviting Me in to celebrate - Oh, it is wonderful, truly, wonderful for Me."
I think I understand now what You are saying, Lord.
"That's all by saying to you, My Love - continue on in what you are doing. You bring Me great joy, and
the Brides on this channel that have harkened to My voice are nothing short of 'wonderful' to Me...
because I am permitted to dwell more fully in them, than those who have turned Me away."
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Pure Life In Me, a word from Jesus
November 14, 2015
The Lord be with you, Heartdwellers.
The Lord spoke to Ezekiel and gave him a beautiful
teaching on the Abundant Life. The Abundant Life
according to Jesus - not according to the world. And this is
right straight out of his journal, so I'll just begin reading it to
you:
Hi, Lord. Thank You for letting me get some sleep today. I felt like I really needed it. I really enjoyed our
time this morning. It's been a while since I've journaled like this. It seems to be a bit easier to hear and
discern Your Voice.
"And why is that?"
I don't really know. Maybe it's because I expect to hear You?
"That is Correct. You see, many souls approach Me, but few really Trust that I am truly there for them."
I thought that there were many who trusted You. I mean, there are so many souls who seem to have such
great faith.
"What you read, and what you see on programs and videos can be very convincing, but what I am talking
about is something far more sublime; something that is genuinely there in the depths of the soul."
That makes me feel a little insecure, like, well - where is my soul truly at?
"Your Soul is a work in progress, just like most, but I do see your efforts, and I am very pleased with
them. What I am getting at is this; there is a Mirror in which your true reflection is shown. Regardless of
all the outer layers of Fear and Insecurity, or Pride and Self-Confidence, whichever the case may be there is still an absolute truth of who you really are underneath all of that. You have heard it said, that
Humility is simply the Truth about anything. That is well put.
"It is so hard for your souls to see the state that they are actually in, because over time, so much has
been projected onto them. From the time a child begins to understand words and their meaning, he or she
becomes like a magnet, recording everything that they see, feel, and hear. Many times, a toddler will
begin to feed these things back to his own parents, and the result is often quite amusing, so much so that
the proud Mom and Dad run to get the recorder or camera, to capture the precious moments. Everyone
has a wonderful time listening to that little voice, as it puts its first words together. And so it should be.
"I created this stage of childhood precisely for the loving pleasure of cherishing the special gift that is
there. However, once the time of infancy and "toddling" is past, these same words begin to take shape
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and meaning. I know that you are thinking that all of this is terribly obvious, even mundane - but be
patient and follow My reasoning. There IS a point to it.
"Just think about it for a minute. Now, already, the child has absorbed a phenomenal amount of
information, and as perceptions grow, so do the feelings of self-worth. You never "knew" the concept of
BAD, until someone bigger than you looked at you sternly, and said sternly, "Bad! Bad! No! No! Bad
Baby! No!"- possibly accompanied by a swat on the hand or bottom. In that moment, your pure, innocent
little mind was both surprised and shocked. For the first time, you "felt" confused, hurt, and pain. From
that time on, the Harsh Look, the Firm Voice - all of it made you afraid, and you associated all of this
with the one word, BAD. Depending upon what kind of parents you had, siblings, and overall mood and
tone of the household, this terrible brand was indelibly marked; permanently etched within your little
heart and mind, emotions, and yes - even your soul.
"Now, if you simply take this pattern, and follow it through, you can easily see how many, many things
attached themselves to you. The real you, deep inside. Whether you learned healthy boundaries, saturated
with lots of love and affirmation, or you had to learn to "protect" yourself in a family that was less than
loving, you still had begun to grow and form an opinion of who you were, based on others actions
towards you. Some souls who were loved and nurtured began to think more of themselves than they truly
were. Others, who were treated badly, quickly developed an almost exaggerated, heightened sense of
survival.
"Into ALL of this, I come to intervene, and show you who you truly are, deep within your soul; the "you"
that I created you to be. I am that Mirror, and I want to show you with all My Heart, just how beautiful
and precious you truly are to Me. My greatest desire is to take all of that shame and condemnation off of
you. I am here to erase all of those word curses, and replace them with words of living Truth, and Pure
Life and Light that come from My Heart of Pure Love - the same Pure Love that created you; the same
Pure Love that you are IN ME.
"So, enough Guilt."
I have come that you might have Life, and that you would have Life more abundantly! John 10:10
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Community & Those Who Live For Themselves
November 15, 2015
Good morning, Heartdwellers. The Lord's peace and joy be
with you today.
Well, I just wanted to mention a thank you to the dear soul
who sent me handmade soaps and some goodies to eat! I
think it was two different people. Somehow, things got
mixed up and I didn't get to figure out who sent what, but I
wanted to take a moment to say thank you for that. It's been
a real blessing and we shared with others, as well. And those Rosemary roasted nuts were OUT OF THIS
WORLD! So, thanks, guys!
Well, I don't think it's any coincidence what He wanted to talk about today, because we have a situation
with Rae (the lady who used to live in the front house and had to move out) where she needs heat. She's
in a real difficult situation. She fell and broke her shoulder in several places, they put it back together
again, but she's not healing very well. She refuses to stay in a nursing home - she just won't do it. So,
she's back on the mesa where we had taken her, and her trailer. We're trying to provide sufficient heat for
her, so please let's all keep her in your prayers. We're going to do what we can to see to it that she does
have sufficient heat.
As I came into prayer and waited upon the Lord, He told me He wanted to talk about community. He
began:
"All of you I have brought together for a purpose. Each of you have gifts and attributes the other is
missing. Haven't you noticed that? No two are alike? How I delight in your differences and how I delight
when I see you making use of yourselves melded into one, providing for the needs of others.
Even as it is written: Our desire is not that others might be relieved while you are hard pressed, but that
there might be equality. At the present time your plenty will supply what they need, so that in turn their
plenty will supply what you need. The goal is equality, as it is written: "The one who gathered much did
not have too much, and the one who gathered little did not have too little." 2 Cor. 8:13-15
"This world is a very lonely place and part of your testimony as belonging to Me is that you go about
doing good where you can. By this, all men will know that you are Mine. You were right when you said
that I never give up on anyone and you shouldn't either.
"My Brides, all around you I have placed those with needs that you have the wherewithal to meet. But
your society is so corrupted with private interests that you are insulated to the point where you don't
notice, unless you are listening very carefully to My Spirit, in which case you will inquire as to the needs
of those around you.
"This is an exercise in both selflessness, obedience and patience. Taking the time from your own personal
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interests to insure the needs of others is a trait of My Disciple. How shallow your society is, and has
deliberately been designed by the enemy to isolate. Yes, he is well practiced in manipulation to isolate the
weak and lonely that he may devour them and separate them from Me, giving them no hope whatsoever.
"But when you respond to the needs of others out of love and compassion for your brother, as it is
written, "love your brother as you love yourself", you are doing more than acting in My stead.
"When the Son of Man comes in his glory, and all the angels with him, then he will sit on his glorious
throne. Before him will be gathered all the nations, and he will separate people one from another as a
shepherd separates the sheep from the goats.
And, just as an aside here, I don't know how many of you are familiar with the difference between sheep
and goats. When we raised sheep and angora goats, we noticed something about them. The goats are very
aggressive - they'll butt the sheep right out of the food, right out of the grains and the alfalfa if you let
them. They're very aggressive and the sheep are more meek and tend to hang back and be pushed around
more easily.
And he will place the sheep on his right, but the goats on the left. Then the King will say to those on his
right, 'Come, you who are blessed by my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the
foundation of the world. For I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me drink, I
was a stranger and you welcomed me, I was naked and you clothed me, I was sick and you visited me, I
was in prison and you came to me.'
Then the righteous will answer him, saying, 'Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed you, or thirsty
and give you drink? And when did we see you a stranger and welcome you, or naked and clothe you?
And when did we see you sick or in prison and visit you?' And the King will answer them, 'Truly, I say to
you, as you did it to one of the least of these my brothers, you did it to me.' Matthew 25:31-40
"So, I am assigning you, in this very moment, the task of enquiring about the state of those around you.
Whether it be brother, sister, mother, father, neighbor or classmate. I want you to go out of your way to
be good to them. In this moment, you have very little concept of what you look like to Heaven. In Heaven,
you will be stripped clean of all things done from the motive of self-interest. At that point all that will be
left to you is what you did out of brotherly love and selflessness. Can you take a moment and consider
what I am saying, graphically? Everything you've done for yourself and your own desires beyond the
realm of absolute necessity - the merits of EVERYTHING - will be removed from you.
"This is why the wedding guest was removed from the banquet. Simply stated, he lived for himself and
had no covering."
But, Lord, isn't that works righteousness?
"Well, in a sense you could say that, but remember, I am not talking about salvation or justification
-which is by faith alone. No, here I am talking about rank and position. There are many, many layers and
dimensions to Heaven. There is a place called The Outer Darkness, which is reserved for those who are
saved but did very little for others in their lives. This is as it should be Clare. Believe Me, this is justice.
The more you resemble Me, the closer to the Glory of the Throne you will be."
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But Lord, in the outer darkness, You said there will be grinding and gnashing of the teeth.
"Yes, indeed there will. The recognition of the selfishness of your life will at first be very painful to
witness. It is not something you can run and hide from; it will be evident to all. And many of those who
live for themselves are blind to their nakedness, so it will be a shock to them. My Love, when you make
good deeds a habit pattern of your life, you go around convicting My "blind" Body of their own
nakedness. The more long-suffering and generous your charity, the more convicted they become. I know
you have felt this way, because I have taken the time to convict you, on many occasions.
"This world is topsy-turvey, Clare. What is applauded by men is a disgrace in Heaven. And what is
looked upon as a waste of time and energy on behalf of others, in Heaven is applauded. Men's
consciences are just terribly deformed and it is only through My grace that those who have been raised
improperly ever come to an understanding of good and bad.
"You are My most exquisite of all creatures, My People. And the more you resemble Me, the greater your
reward in Heaven. I have given you intelligence, reason, and free will. Note that the greater your
vigilance over others, the greater My vigilance and reward, both now and in the age to come, over you.
Press in therefore, with these gifts, My Beloved. There is a crown waiting for those who run to win until
the end.
"I am coming soon. Make the best of time left to you."
I am adding two comments here - one from me TO a regular listener, and one FROM a regular listener as
a "witness" to the outer darkness that Jesus teaches on here:
My answer to J-Man: **This is an area of Heaven where the saved who did nothing for others go.
Jesse duPlantis saw this when he was taken bodily to Heaven. People are happy there because it is
Heaven, but there is a difficult period of adjustment because they are not aware of what their
selfishness caused them. I have no idea if they can work their way out of it, all I know is what I
shared with you.**?
Dhalin's input: This goes right along with one of Chuck Missler's teachings that the "Outer Darkness"
does not = Hell and this is the first time I've seen this being taught anywhere else. In the one video over at
Koinonia House (the one about the Millennial Temple), Dr. Missler says that what He meant by "Outer
Darkness" in the Bible is the area far away from the Temple, and the "Weeping and Gnashing of Teeth" is
a classic old Jewish expression of extreme disappointment, and a lot of people mistake that for torment in
Hell. He pointed out that every time He talked about Hell, it was referred to as the "Lake of Fire", but no
such Lake is mentioned in the passages in question, so He isn't talking about Hell there. This teaching by
Clare confirms that, and I'm glad to finally see someone else mention it.?
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If You Love Me ...Rapture... Sexual Temptations, Teaching from Jesus
November 17, 2015
The Lord's protection and blessing is with us, dear
Heartdwellers. On this channel and on our websites, He is
totally protecting us from some of the sharp arrows the
enemy has been launching into our backs.
And I just want to mention very quickly, 'cause He has a
message that has to do with the Rapture that I need to get
out to you towards the end of this teaching. I just want to let
you know that there is an "anti-channel" and a few channels that are actually downloading my teachings
and then criticizing them. I haven't really looked at them, I've just heard about them. So, if someone
calling themselves Still Small Voice, using my avatar and having a channel that looks a lot like ours...
just be aware. Understand that if you read anything ugly or negative, it didn't come from me. And just so
you know, she calls herself sister Clare in some of them, so be careful please. And understand that
anything negative is not from the Lord, is not from me.
Just for your information, we have a schedule change. The messages will be posted sometime in the early
afternoon everyday instead of first thing in the morning.
The Lord was talking a little bit about the warfare getting more intense against our channel. And told me
that He was our defense and to leave it all to Him, just surrender it all to Him. And then He began to
remind me about the Triage blog site that I'm working on right now. I haven't announced it to you yet,
guys, because I haven't got it populated quite enough. But He's wanting me to really get down and get
busy with that, so I'm going to. He mentioned about that, He said, "Your biggest fight..." 'cause I asked
Him "Lord, what do you want me to address on the Triage site?" For people who are really questioning
some of the things that He's been teaching me and sharing with us.
And He said, "Your biggest fight is intimacy. If they can't deny it, they will twist it. Therefore you must
approach it in two ways, Scripturally and Experientially. Much of the problem is fundamental ignorance
as to how close is "close" with Me. It reaches deep down into the soul. Close is all-enveloping, like a rose
blooming from the inside. The seed is given at conversion and even baptism and through the, years as the
love for Me is guarded, it blossoms into an all-consuming, fragrant garden of pure Heavenly love.
Something few experience on this Earth without passion and sex entering in.
"I do not wish for anyone to be excluded from this relationship of pure intimacy with Me. Understand that
I know you, My sons and daughters. I see what no one else sees. I understand the makeup of your body,
your hormones and what your flesh fights against your spirit with. There is NOTHING to be ashamed of
when you are with Me. I already know and understand well the challenges you undergo day after day.
"You will find that even when sexuality assaults you in My Presence, I totally ignore it while you put it in
its place. There is a fierce demon of Lust assigned to the spiritually-minded. This demon is fierce and
bent on bringing you all down in utter disgrace. I see your heart, I see your intention, I see your struggles
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and the means used to attack you outside of yourself.
"Some of you are more vulnerable because of your youth. Let Me explain it to you this way. When this
urge tries to take you over, picture yourself in front of Me, My expression calm and compassionate and
allow Me to say only one thing, 'You know where this came from, so what are you going to do about it?'
Then, ask for My help. For if you to crumple into a ball of shame, it only causes the lustful impulse to
become stronger. When the demons see they are conquering your resolve, they set upon you with even
more force.
"Your best recourse is to completely ignore it and change the subject. And yes, of course, in My Name
bind spirits of Lust, but also Degradation. You see, the whole tactic is to degrade you, cause you guilt and
shame, so you must bind that as well. Then begin to worship Me and change the subject. If you are
convicted of gossip or wrongdoing, confess it, ask for forgiveness and continue to worship. You should
always have some strongly anointed songs on hand, so you can change the subject immediately.
"Yes, it is humbling. Yes, it is degrading, but if the thought did not originate with you and you refuse to
entertain it, you are innocent and without guilt. Please, can we put that to rest now? I want to move on,
My Beloved ones.
"You have heard Me say, as I have said many times before, that the Rapture is soon. I have offered you a
new way to handle the tensions involved in this event. Knowing it is soon and planning your lives,
pursuing your God-given course can be managed without all this mystery and stress.
"Very simply: LIVE YOUR LIVES IN OBEDIENCE, FROM MOMENT TO MOMENT. If you know you
are to go to school, continue to go - but remember, the shofar may sound at any moment. If you are
getting married and having children, continue on, obeying Me - following My Plan for your life.
"Refuse, utterly refuse to get entangled in such specious arguments as 'what if He comes tomorrow, what
if He comes next year, or thirty years?'
"These are all temptations from the enemy to dilute your effectiveness right now, in this moment, with the
calling I have set before you. If you have been given visions about future ministry, future gifts, do not try
to fit them into your human time frames. You see, this is an act of unbelief. When I tell you that I am
going to do such and such in your life, I tell you so you may understand where I am ultimately taking you.
NOT so that you can stress and plan, question and doubt in your own mind...NOT so that you can reason
out whether it's before or after the Rapture. None of this has any bearing on the so-called time frames of
Heaven. None of it.
"What I have promised I will do with you, I will accomplish with you. But it will be done in My timing and
My order. Once I tell you what I am going to do with your life, once I give you the vision, bury it deep in
your heart. Such a precious gift is not for you to know the times and seasons of, or exactly how I will go
about it and in what order. Questions like these that arise in your minds come from the enemy or your
own double-mindedness and insecurity about My ability to do what I've promised you.
"Do you see that, My Loves? Do you understand the origin and dynamics of such reasonings? I tell you
so that you might glory in My providence and I how I go about things. That you might have a reference
point for those strong urges in your souls. Yes, you feel these inspirations, because I have put them in
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your heart. My mother buried these things in her heart."
And all who heard it wondered at the things which were told them by the shepherds.
But Mary treasured all these things, pondering them in her heart. Luke 2:18,19
And that really caught my attention, guys. "all who heard it wondered at the things which were told them
by the shepherds. But Mary treasured all these things, pondering them in her heart.
"So, here you've got wonderment about what they meant. Speculations of every kind accompanied these
events. But Mary treasured all these things, pondering them in her heart.
"She knew full well what My plans were, and to her, all these things were signs along the way of the
mystery and glory of the incarnation. She didn't question how all would be accomplished, rather she
reveled in the unfolding of My Providential care, knowing that in due time all that was written in
Scripture would come to pass.
"This is abandonment to My Providence. It is supremely pleasing to Me. It shows the confidence and faith
of a soul who knows their maker is a faithful God. No matter what conditions look like, no matter how
impossible it seems, they know that with Me, nothing is impossible.
"So, I do not give you these inspirations to do certain things in the future, so that you can enter into the
planning and manipulate things. No, I give them to you to ponder in your heart, to secure in faith that
that which I have placed in your hearts I am indeed capable of accomplishing.
"'Yes, Jesus, I trust in You.' when said from the heart, in total conviction, are the most beautiful words
you could ever say to Me. You are saying, 'I know You, Jesus. I know You are faithful, I know You are
omnipotent and can do everything, no matter how difficult. That nothing at all is beyond Your ability. And
I know that You love me and all You ordain for my life springs from that love that drove You to be
crucified on the Cross, so my purpose in life could be fulfilled.'
"Nothing, no Nothing, is more comforting to My Heart than to see you believe and act on these words in a
world where God is just a nebulous, neutral force playing with peoples lives and the elements.
"So, as you progress through this season, keep an eye on your wandering minds trying to make sense of
what is going to happen, when. Rather, fulfill My words to you to be vigilant to the needs of others
around you. You are placed strategically in an important place. Make every moment count, not with
useless speculations, but with the fullness of obedience to alleviate the suffering around you and bless
those who are less fortunate than you.
"When I was hungry, you fed Me. When my car wouldn't start, you helped me. When I was slipping on the
ice, you came to My rescue.
"Remember this from moment to moment and day to day. Do you see that hungry, homeless person
sitting in a doorway, trying to keep warm? Get them some hot food, spend time with them, bless them in
My Name. Do you see a single mother struggling to get her groceries from a snow-packed driveway into
the house with her little ones toddling along? Lend her a hand, go out of your way and shovel the snow
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off her driveway.
"Do you see someone fruitlessly trying to start their car to go to work? Go, lend a hand. Do they need a
battery? Do you have the cash? Go buy them a new battery for their car. Do you see your neighbor stuck
in the driveway? Go spread salt beneath their tires, give them a push. This is what I mean, these
opportunities are all around you, I have made sure of it.
"I make this promise to you right now: If you Love Me, you will obey Me, and you will no longer have to
worry about your destination or the Rapture. You will resemble Me and I will take you to Myself."
Just as an aside here, I want to tell you we've also been convicted about the needs of others around us. We
live right next to a reservation and the poverty there is staggering. I mean, there are children waiting for a
bus, 24 degrees outside, no coats, no boots. We just got a huge snowstorm here in Taos.
Fortunately we've been able to meet with some of the people on the reservation and find out who the
poorest families were. You wouldn't believe the needs - some of these people don't even have heat in their
houses. They need stoves, they need firewood. The needs have just been coming from everywhere. Once
you open your eyes and you're vigilant, you begin to see these things.
So, I want you to know that right now, when anything extra comes in to this ministry, that's where it goes.
It is going to the needy in Taos, and the people out on the mesa who live a very tenuous life at best. I
encourage you to look around you for people who don't have snow-boats or coats, try to help them and
meet their needs. You can't do it all, but you can do something, you can do a little something.
God bless you all. I pray that Holy Spirit would inspire all of us to be attentive to the needs of our
neighbor. That everything we do for them, we've done for Jesus Himself.
The Lord bless you Heartdwellers. Thank you for being on our channel.
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Go Out And Love, One At A Time, Jesus is sending us out.
November 18, 2015
I want to share with you just a little bit of my heart. We
were able to provide a wood stove for a single mother out
on the Mesa. As I've told you before, Mesa living
conditions are third world living conditions. Houses made
out of pallets, stacked up cars or living in broken-down
trailers or old buses - with children. No water, no electricity.
It's just unbelievable. Very, very difficult conditions. A lot of them have come out of drug situations,
others don't even know who their fathers were. Heavily involved in all kinds of drugs - and they're just
trying to eke out a living out there and be away from the persecution of "normal" people, as they see it.
Anyway, we were able to provide a wood stove for this mother, and she sent us a very sweet little thank
you note, telling us how she had prayed to the Universe to send her one. She was building an extra room
on her little trailer, and she had prayed to the universe, that the universe would send her heat, because she
didn't have any heat. I was just in tears. She doesn't know You, Lord! It's unbelievable. She thinks it's a
handful of stars and a black void that is responsible for blessing her. It just tore my heart up, to see what
she was thinking. It's haunted me for three days now, ever since I got her note.
"It hurts so much to think that this woman is without You, Lord! Here she's praying to the Universe or
God or Whoever is out there. And all the while You are looking down upon her with such love and
compassion. You are there by her side and she doesn't even know You are with her. You've heard every
cry of her heart, you've laid out a banquet for her every step and she hasn't a clue Who You are. How can
I just sit here in my comfy house and ignore this kind of desperation?
"Please speak to me, I ache inside. Please don't let me be thrown off course from the ones you want me to
reach."
"Oh My Love, My tender-hearted one, I see the desire of your heart. Have I not put it there? Ask of Me
and I will give you the heathen as your inheritance.
Yes, Lord, please give me the heathen for my inheritance!
"But this is a tortuous task, not an easy call. You must follow in My footsteps and not move out on your
own. There is much at stake, Clare. Little souls, so very, very little - marginalized, forsaken, abandoned
and of no account to anyone. Yet full of sweetness and much innocence. Unfit for the world - not always
out of lack but out of purity of heart and wisdom, they shun all the things of the world. Not just out of
bitterness, but out of the emptiness they see in the world.
"But if you are to minister to them, you cannot be worldly, not even in the least. They are looking for the
rugged Gospel, not the shiny, squeaky-clean thing for sale in the market places.
"You have this in your heart, it is there - a little buried under a pile of worldly rubble, but not impossible
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to get to. Understand, these feelings arising in your heart are a result of the movement of My grace and
the messages I have been giving you. You, too, can reach out. But only as I direct you."
I don't even know where to start, Lord?
"You have the messages for formation, what is missing is the invitation. Yes! The invitation. They must be
invited. Leave it in My hands for the moment, let Me give you the message for today.
"My People, many among you are called to minister to the lost. I have held you back for many, many
years, intentionally. You have suffered greatly at the hands of the church and people who claimed to
know Me, but did not follow My ways.
"You have seen through the facades, the Hollywood productions, the cliques and favored ones in the
church. You have been passed over many, many times for those who looked shiny and clean but did not
have My Heart. Is it not written in My Word, 'I will give you shepherds after My own Heart?'
"You are the ones I have been perfecting in this calling. I have given you the tools and understanding to
reach the lost for ME - not for a church, not for a denomination, not for organized religion at all. No, you
are heartdwellers, souls who have rested their heads upon My bosom and understand My little ways of
love.
"I have been preparing you. I have given you the perspective on the Rapture that I wish for you to have.
You know you are to proceed with all that is in your heart with not even a glance towards the
clock...when it strikes the midnight hour, you will know. Until then, your focus is to be on those AROUND
you. What I have begun in you, I will bring to completion. It is not for you to know when you will be
perfected in your calling; it is only for you to follow your hearts.
"I have spent much time uncovering your hearts that were constricted by the thorns of worldliness. You
have seen first hand, conviction of your involvements in Babylon and Egypt. You have experienced, first
hand, My Love for you that is beyond all reckoning or explanation. We truly are one. I have given you the
mandate to reach out to others - not with religion, but with My Love. My intimate and growing presence
in your lives and the lives of those you are to touch.
"So, this is the season to set your eyes upon the lost, confused and forlorn. It is a Truth that tax collectors,
prostitutes and the like will enter Heaven before the Pharisees of your day - those trained in business, not
intimate fellowship with Me. I have called you before the foundation of the world. I have knit you together
in your mother's womb according to My purposes. And I am now uncovering that purpose to you to
ponder and prepare your hearts for action.
"I am not speaking of a high profile revival. I am speaking of a hidden revival, without the fluff and
Hollywood hoopla. Rather, something deep and individual, deep calling unto deep; emptiness and
longing responding to the Living Waters of My Heart flowing through you. This calling must spring from
intimacy and fellowship with Me. It cannot spring from any human motive or device. It must be pure love
in action, with no admixture of the world. Done in a way contrary to worldly prudence; one by one by
one.
"As I point these little ones out to you, I want you to come to Me and wait on My direction as to how to
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reach them. Initially yes, step forward with simple gestures of love. But then bring them before Me in
your worship and prayer time and wait on My counsel as to how and when to serve up these Living
Waters. You have a wellspring of materials for formation on this channel that you can constantly point
them to in holy wisdom. Become familiar with the teachings I have given here, and use them to help these
little ones be drawn into My Heart.
"I have waited a long time in preparation for you to obtain that deep desire of your heart. Yes, I have
waited. And now, in the time left to you, go out and love. Love your brother as you love yourself. Answer
their questions, calm their fears, convince them of their beauty before Me. Educate them on the ways of
the serpent. They will be continually opposed, but as you teach them both My ways and the ways of the
evil ones, they will be victorious and stand born anew in the love they have always longed for, but never
dreamed possible.
"Walk hand in hand with one another. Use this channel as a support system. All of you have been brought
together because of your sincerity of heart, and because you have been heartdwellers for a long time.
Understand, Heartdwellers is not a name used to identify you with a movement. It's not a new thing. No,
"Heartdwellers" is merely a statement of who you are and who you have been in Me for a very long time.
"Those of you who are bound to the home for health reasons - you are among My most powerful game
changers in the lives of the lost. Your prayers are the engine behind the forward motion of those whose
feet bring the Gospel of Love. You can pray, write letters and stand in My Love like a lighthouse in the
storm, shedding your beacon of hope over all the stormy seas of this world. You are indeed My generals
and chosen ones, to carry the cross I intended for you when I said, 'Pick up your cross and follow Me.'
"So, now I have given you My mandate of Love. Come before Me with each soul, in littleness and
meekness bring them before Me and wait on My instruction and anointing. Do nothing on your own.
Keep your focus little - one by one by one. And you will not be tempted to overwhelm or vainglory, just
love one at a time. One step of love here, one step of love there and you will see how I will come forth
and blossom in you. Put all your reliance on Me, and when things seem impossible - confess, 'Jesus, I
trust in You."'
Well, Heartdwellers, this message kind of caught me by surprise, but I've also had a sense of fullness - in
the sense that the Lord has taught us a great deal. He's given us so much. And, you know, you can sit and
receive and listen and listen and listen... and turn into a fossil sitting and listening. Or you can sit and
listen, receive everything you need and then take it out and share it with others. And that's where I think
the church goes wrong, because churches tend to teach and teach and teach, and hold everyone at bay as
far as their own personal ministries go. What I've seen happen is people become super-saturated with all
kinds of teaching, but they're not letting it flow out from them - it's getting all stopped up, and turning
into stagnant water.
So, we've had really a good grounding from the Lord in these last few months on how to behave, how to
live in the world, how to prepare for Heaven and the Rapture. And I think we've got a lot to share at this
time. I've been a little concerned lately, that we might be a little TOO interior, too closed. And not using
what we've been given is a sure-fire answer to lukewarmness. I mean, it will happen overnight. 'Cause
you become glutted on something, you know all the things but you're not really doing anything with it.
So, in retrospect - I was thinking about this even I was recording. I was thinking, 'You know? The Lord's
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not asking for a lot here, He's not asking for any big door-to-door mission or anything like that. What He's
asking is, recognize a soul that is lonely, broken and hurting. Recognize a soul that's been marginalized,
that needs Him. Recognize that - and reach out to them in charity. And then take that soul into your
prayer closet, into your worship time. And ask the Lord, "How do I approach this soul, what can I do for
them?" and then start sharing as He allows.
I was surprised today, we had a teenage girl who's 16, being treated for a problem with her spleen. She
shocked me - she pulled out her... she started talking about her rhemas and how she gets three readings
from Bible Promises ever night from the Lord and how He's been teaching her about patience because the
treatments make her feel miserable. How she meditates on the Scriptures and ponders them and they give
her strength. This is something I taught her a good 8 months ago when they asked us to come over and
exorcise the house. They had things flying across the room - all sorts of demonic manifestations,
appearance of different things, lights going on and off, things moving.... Anyway we exorcized their
house and I gave them some pointers on how to keep their hearts clean before the Lord and not open any
doors. Especially with the media how the enemy can get in so easily. She took those things to heart and
ever since that time, she's been on our channel listening and she's been using the Bible Promises for
rhemas ever day - she's 16 years old!! I was amazed.
Now this was just a little act of kindness on our part, we went over to exorcize their house, cause that's
what their need was. We shared the Bible Promises with them They're catholic, so a lot of these ideas are
new to them, and there's fruit there, guys. There's a growing relationship with the Lord just from that little
outreach that we made with them.
And teaching somebody the Bible Promises is really a wonderful way to get them engaged with the Lord,
because every time they open that Bible Promise and they read it, the anointing comes out, and a word.
And they realize, "Oh, my goodness! God is with me? God cares? He actually understands my situation?
And He's paying attention...to ME?" I mean, this really amazes people. And it makes the Lord so real to
them. Especially ones that have never known Him before on that level.
So, just that little act has made an impression and has spread, and she's sharing that with her peers.
Now, as we were speaking here, I had to answer an email that popped up. And how amazing! Lana
Vawser, who is a prophetess that I really respect, just put out a new teaching - actually, a new prophecy.
The Lord shows her things in the spirit, and she fleshes them out for us.

She said, "A Shift is happening into greater divine upgrades." (She uses that word a lot.)
Basically she was saying:
The Lord is having us step into areas of breakthrough that are bigger than what we realize. Some of us
have been stepping into areas where fear and intimidation has been screaming at them on every side.
I saw Jesus calling His people to a "threshold" and in order to cross the threshold they had to take up His
hand and step off the edge and the "next step" wasn't highlighted yet.
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Wow, that would be like stepping into darkness!
An even deeper level of trust was the "currency" to crossing over this new threshold.
As the people of God took His hand in faith trusting in His GOODNESS and His faithfulness, and
stepped out, a SHIFT was instantly activated. A shift into greater divine upgrades. Not only were dreams
being upgraded, promises of God added to with greater increase, but explosive upgrades in little areas of
their lives. Upgrades happening in the natural all around them as a prophetic symbol of what was
happening in the spirit. As I wondered about this divine upgrade, I was suddenly filled with the sense of
the people of God taking a greater step further into their inheritance.
Isn't that amazing? The Lord just said, "Ask of Me to give you the healing for your inheritance. Just ask
for it." And I asked for it - that's in this very video.
"He's marked out our inheritance ahead of time, putting us in the front of the line, honouring those He
loves!" - Psalm 47:4 (The Passion Translation)
As the people of God were stepping into greater levels of upgrade, I saw Jesus standing before them and I
heard Him say "ENJOY AND DEPLOY" and a SUDDEN NEW positioning of the people of God was
taken place. They were being DEPLOYED for action. When I asked Jesus what the action was, He
looked at me with a great smile and beaming joy and He spoke. "LOVE IN ACTION".
Wow, guys - Love in Action!
And that there were divine upgrades being released across the body of Christ as the people of God move
forward in faith and deep trust in Him, they are being given "more" and the Lord wants His people to
ENJOY what He is releasing to them to have JOY in what their good Papa is releasing over their lives,
but to also recognize that these upgrades are coming with strategic positioning to RELEASE HIS LOVE
IN ACTION.
Wow! Isn't that just what I was talking about!
In the spirit and radical the love of God was beginning to spread into towns, cities, nations and the world
in a radical way.
"Through this greater HAND OUT from HEAVEN I am REACHING MY HAND FURTHER OUT to
the world.."
Keep walking with Him, for the Lord is moving His people into greater upgrades. He is reaching His
hand further out into your life bringing increase, and THROUGH YOU, He is reaching His hand
FURTHER OUT to release the revelation of His love to those around you and the world.
You are taking a strategic place right now! Trust Him! It may not "look" how you expected but there is a
divine upgrade before you. For not only will enjoy a deeper revelation of seeing His goodness in the land
of the living (Psalm 27:13) but that this is also BIGGER than you. He is REACHING OUT THROUGH
YOU to release His love in new and more powerful ways than you have seen before.
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Wow! So, just as Lana had released this, here we are releasing another message from the Lord about Love
in Action.
I just wanted to wrap this up and say, so basically - the Lord's not asking for any big whoop-de-doo here,
He's asking that we are sensitive and look for people who need Him. They're broken or they're lonely or
hurting, they have no concept of God, they have no one to turn to. Look for someone who's hungry and
hurting and reach out to them in love. And then take that person before the Lord in worship, and ask the
Lord, "How do I bring them the Gospel? How do you want me to approach this soul?"
Do whatever the Lord tells you to do, but remember we have a wonderful resource in the Bible Promises.
You know - if you teach a person to fish, he can feed on that forever. So, teaching him to fish rather than
giving him a fish is really important. And this particular technique with the Bible Promises will really
help them to sense His intimacy.
But nevertheless, just follow your heart in what the Lord tells you to do with that person, just follow your
heart and His footsteps, do just what He tells you to do. Have courage, be encouraged - this is all around
the world. It's little. It's hidden. It's meek and humble. It's not some great big movement, but is the power
of God coming down from Heaven working through you and reaching out to others and bringing them to
the Lord.
God bless you, Heartdwellers! The Lord is with us. This is the time and the season. Let's make this time
before the Rapture really count.
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"Introduce Me, Not Religion," Jesus said.
November 19, 2015
The Lord bless you, Heartdwellers.
The Lord's message is a follow-up, really, of yesterdays
message It's been pretty much in my heart, the whole idea
of going out and talking to people. I'm certainly seeking
Him on my end as to who He wants me to talk to and how.
This morning in worship when I was with the Lord, I felt so
strongly that His heart was aching fro those who are lost and in the darkness, like the woman who prayed
to the universe for a stove to keep her house warm.
"There is nothing more wonderful I can do for You but to tell them about Your love. Yet I do not know
where to begin."
"I am in this moment de-mystifying, de-Bible thumping, brow beating and removing all the impediments
the enemy has placed in all of your ways.
"My ways are so simple, they are the ways of love. The enemy has made a rote method out of what I
always meant to be a sincere act of fellowship and love.
"Many of You are scared to death to introduce Me to others. But nothing could be more simple, if You go
about it as My friend and theirs.
Then He began to offer a suggestion on how to approach them: "Let me introduce you to My friend, Jesus.
He is with you everywhere you go, He listens to every cry and shares in all your laughter. He rejoices
with you in the springtime...when new life is budding out of the Earth. He rejoices with you as you lie in
piles of golden leaves and with the wild lavender asters that dot the fields in the Fall.
"He laughs with you at the antics of the new puppy, and cries with you when you must say good bye to
your beloved pet. Oh, He is so present to you, my friend, so familiar to you, you don't even notice Him but He is here. When someone passes away, He upholds you with infusions of peace, allowing you to go
through the steps of saying good-bye to your loved one. He slowly releases the sorrow in you, so you are
not overwhelmed. When He brings a new life into your womb, He provides all that is needed to raise that
child.
"Oh, everything He does is underpinning Your life, and He is so close...and so much a part of you, you
don't recognize Him, until it is His time to reveal His presence to you. Then the joy of discovery is there.
'You WERE there when my mother passed! You WERE there when I made that career decision that
changed my life! You WERE there when I went to the pound to get a kitten. You have ALWAYS been
there, and I never knew it. You were there in the ER when I thought I was dying, and You held me
securely so that fear did not overwhelm me. You were there when I was all alone after that abusive
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relationship. You were even there during that, waiting for me to say 'enough!'
"You gave me the courage to begin a new life! You encouraged me that I COULD do it. You were there
when I walked into the thrift store needing new clothes with only a few dollars and You filled my bag with
everything I needed and then some! In fact, You were the one who inspired the wealthy lady to get rid of
those beautiful clothes she never wears. You even measured the timing, so I would walk in just as they
were putting her clothes on the rack.
"You knew I needed a car, and You brought me just what I needed, and then when it broke down You
gave me favor with the mechanic to repair it for less than the going rate. You even moved on his heart so
that I could manage payments.
"You have been with me, all along, and I've never known it. Even when life seemed unfair, You were with
me encouraging me to move on without looking back. You were there in the glorious sunset and there
when three deer walked out into the meadow. You even arranged that cardinal singing outside my
window, sparkling with frost in the early morning light.
"Yes, You do all things well and now You have come to invite me into Your world, never to feel alone
again? Amazing!"
"Do you see, My children, how very easy it is to introduce Me to others? Don't take your Bible, take
your heart overflowing with love as I infuse you every morning. People can argue with the Bible, but
they can't argue with My Love. Soon the walls will come down and you can safely introduce My Words
as love letters, not an erroneous list of do's and don'ts'.
"You see, people are tired and burnt out on religion. But if you've been living your life out of My Heart of
love, they will be drawn to you. 'Something's different about this one,' they'll say. 'Something personal
and caring.'
"In the past they have seen their name notched on your salvation gun and heard the celebration that
'another one's been saved from the fires of Hell.' Do you know they never got deep enough to believe
there was a Hell? First you must convince them of your sincerity and real-ness, then as My love soaks
into their heart and grace begins to move, they will be hungry for My words and not be interested in all
those arguments about who wrote the book.
"They will be alive to My Spirit and hunger and thirst for righteousness and My words of life. This is a
new season of salvation, My People, a new and fresh anointing of love that reaches right through all
those barriers of the past. It is My Love that leads to repentance and you cannot give what you do not
have. That is why everything must spring from your time with Me when I fill you to overflowing.
"I am de-mystifying religion and the faith. I'm taking men's ways out and infusing you with My ways. As
you study My life you see that I went around doing good - go and do likewise. Bring them to the altar of
My Caring and let Me give you insight into their souls. I will be with you in this endeavor, but you must
be real, not looking for a way to inject Me into the conversation, rather let My Spirit flow from within
you. Did I not say, "...do not worry about how to respond or what to say. In that hour you will be given
what to say?"
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"You can feign interest in them to get their confidence, or you can be genuinely loving and they will be
captivated by My Spirit working through you. The rest...well...have confidence. All will flow through you
without effort on your part. You take the first steps and I will meet them with My Grace."
Well, that's a beautiful message from the Lord, and very poetic as well. As I as listening to Him talk about
these different ways of approaching people, one of the ways that I find very effective (and I think you
guys will agree with me) is just confessing our faults and telling people how the Lord has helped us
overcome those things in the past. That He's the friend who is there when we need Him the most, to help
us with something that's beyond our capability to do.
But, what I wanted to ask was a favor of you guys. Not so long ago the Lord gave us a teaching on
healing - basically saying that only a believer, exercising their faith, along with a patient - a sick person is necessary for a miracle. And many of you - many, many of you took that at face value, and we've
collected quite a few praise reports on that level. And I'm asking you now, if you would please just,
maybe in one or two sentences, respond with this video and give everybody insight into what the Lord
has done for you in the way of learning how to pray for healing. Just share a little bit of your success, if
you would, please. And that will give us the encouragement and the strength that we need to go about this
new direction that the Lord is leading us into. Where He's basically saying, "Don't take your Bible, take
your heart."
And, interestingly enough, when I came to the Lord, it was because of His presence and the knowledge of
Him in my heart, and the experience that I had with Him, that I BECAME hungry for the Bible. Before
that, I'd try to read the Bible and the words were just blah, blah, blah...blah, blah, blah. And with a lot of
people it's that way. So, that's kind of putting the horse before the cart. The Scriptures are something they
will naturally hunger for and thirst for, once they've tasted how good the Lord is.
So, please do me a favor and share a little bit about how the teaching on healing has made a difference in
your life. And the simplicity of that approach and the breakthroughs that you've had with it will be very
supportive of this next step that the Lord is asking us to take. Thank you!
And the Lord IS with us!
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Glorious Bride Arising w Her Torch/Rapture Timing Revisited
November 21, 2015
The Lord is with us, Heartdwellers. And I have a really
exciting message to share with you this morning.
As I worshipped and spent time before the Lord this
morning, He began to infuse into my heart His will for us. I
could hardly wait to sit down at the computer and type this
up, because I could feel it bursting out of every pore. It's a
beautiful message - I'll go ahead and begin:
My precious and beloved ones, the Lord is calling to you. He needs you, the lost, the dying, those
floundering in the darkness are crying out to Him from their beds of pain at night. They are so lost, so
confused, so steeped in the darkness.
He is calling out to you who have caught the wind of His Spirit in Heart Dwellers, those of you He has
been preparing to reach your brothers and sisters, with His tender love and revelation of Who He truly is
to them.
Many of you have felt this call and not known what to do with it. Do you know, we have a huge audience
before us on the Internet? Yes, huge. I'm only reaching 12,000, guys. He wants to reach 120,000 and
more. He can do it with Gideon's 300, those of you who are on fire, yet have no outlet for that fire. Yes,
he is calling many of you, young and old, to rise up into your own ministries and spread His intimate love
abroad.
There is room for all ministries on the Internet, this is not about competition it's about empowerment.
Many of you have valid and profound input to share with your generation and all the hungry and thirsty.
You have the first thing that is needed, guys! You have Jesus and an intimate connection with Him.
Everything flows from that, everything. If you can make your standard the Love of Christ without
engaging foolish arguments or responding in rancor, if you can do that - you are a prime candidate for this
work.
Each of you are individuals and unique, you all have something very special to give, something no one
else has: your gift, your calling and Your Jesus, who will fill you with wisdom day after day after day,
that you'll be able to feed those who come to you. All you need is a little discipline, commitment and
love. Start with just a seed of these and watch Him water and make you grow into a giant oak with room
for all the birds of the field.
I am calling out to you as well. You have drunk of these waters and matured in them, now it is time to
make His voice heard through you and go bear fruit. If you continue to sit and drink and drink, you run
the risk of becoming lukewarm.
Today a very old prophetic word that was spoken over me is being fulfilled. This dear prophet of God
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who is with the Lord now, was a retired pastor with great insight. The Lord gave him a vision of me
carrying a torch through a dark forest; it was giving off enough light to make my path visible. But all of a
sudden, it burst into a brilliant light that penetrated the darkness and made the forest as light as day. He
saw young people coming to me with their own torches that were not as yet lit. They touched my torch
and theirs burst into flame, then they WENT OUT all over the world with this light, and spread it.
This prophecy is being fulfilled. You who have listened and caught the flames of His love in your hearts,
it is time for you to go out and take this light to your people, your nation, your family and peers. This
light is meant to be passed on to others. People in the world have fueled their torches with tears that will
ignite when the right fire is touched to it. This movement of love is happening all over the world, not just
here. Witness, Lana Vawser's prophecy yesterday. The Lord is commissioning and sending out His
Lovers, His Brides to bring the nuptial invitation to the highways and byways.
This is not like a revival that we have known here in the U.S., where everyone is following some great
personality, with signs and wonders. No, this is a revival of Love, inside the believer's hearts; that's the
sign, that's the wonder, that's the conversion to Him. This incredible Love. He is visiting those you reach
out to, if you take up this invitation, He will empower you with wisdom to ignite those torches soaked in
tears. They are the ones who are rejected, lost, misguided and confused, and so very hungry for God's
love. They will know the truth when they see it, they will recognize the Lord because Holy Spirit is
preparing hearts all over the world. All that is needed is your flame, but it must be holy and pure - there
can't be ANY self-interest mixed in it.
On this channel, the Lord has set for you a precedent, a mood, a tone, a community. This is a pattern for
you, guidelines to protect the Love He is entrusting to you. Guidelines of behavior for you to protect
humility, without which you will most certainly fail. Each of you must see your brothers and sisters as
better than yourselves; more worthy, more virtuous - even if it is not evident to your understanding.
This heart attitude of Jesus:
Although He existed in the form of God, He did not regard equality with God a thing to be grasped, but
emptied Himself, taking the form of a bond-servant, and being made in the likeness of men. Being found
in appearance as a man, He humbled Himself by becoming obedient to the point of death, even death on a
cross....Philippians 2:7-8
And for you, this death on a cross is death to your egos, vanities, protective masks and devices, and
approaching others in honesty, lowly before God and man. I mean, let's face it. When you stand before
the Lord, there's nothing hidden. And we need to stand before men that way, too, so they can relate to the
grace of God - they can see that if God can use us, He can use them. This is SO important.
This is no time for you to get a picture of your greatness and exploits in your head. This is not time to
prove anything to anyone about yourself. This is no time to criticize the churches and the mistakes they've
made. I promise you, if you take up the sword of judgment you will fail. The Lord will allow what came
upon others - and worse - to engulf you and bring you down in failure.
Only humility and servanthood will accomplish His ends and keep you up on your feet running the race.
He will be swift to allow you to trip and fall if vainglory begins to seep in, if you begin to look down on
others, and not see them as greater than yourself. Yes, He will allow the devils to set you up for a fall.
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And you might ask yourself, "How can I look up to someone who's a prostitute, or a drug dealer, or lower
class? How can I possibly look up to people like that??" Well, it's very simple. If you were born in their
shoes, you wouldn't be any better than they would be. In fact, it takes a great deal of virtue for them to
come to the Lord, responding to Him from their lowly station in life. Your birthright - where you were
born - is a gift to you, it's not something that you accomplished for yourself. The Lord GAVE you that
gift. So, you can't look at others and say, "Well, I've done this and I've done that." No - GOD's given you
everything you have. And so many people operate on a higher level of virtue than we do! They suffer
more - quietly. They're patient. They're more dedicated. They do the right thing when we do the wrong
thing. I mean, if you examine another person's life, you're going to find places where they out-shine you!
So, keep your focus on that - always, keep your focus on the good about someone else. And remind
yourself, that if you were born into their position, you wouldn't be any better - and probably, much worse.
Anyway, that's a great "leveling" device for me, it helps me to see that. When I forget, the Lord makes it
real obvious! So, let's avoid Him having to show us - let's get there on our own!
Don't be afraid. He loves you and anything He does is only a temporary, to adjust you to put you back on
the right track. He will lead and guide you with great tenderness. He will feed your flock daily as you
worship and wait on Him. He knows exactly what is needed and when it's needed for those who are
listening to you, and He will deliver it if you wait on Him.
Now, I want to give you a word about the Rapture. I want you to understand that this is my impression,
not necessarily from the Lord.
My impression is simply this: as long as souls are running headlong into Jesus and converting, I believe
He will delay the Rapture. It is when souls begin to grow cold and the number of those coming to Him are
fulfilled that I believe He will allow the Rapture to take place. Now - mind you, guys, this is MY
OPINION!
Right now there is tremendous opportunity among the Muslim immigrants of Syria and Iraq who have
taken refuge in Western Europe. They have seen the atrocities committed and want nothing to do with the
faith of Allah. They are being visited in night visions and shown who Jesus truly is. So, the ground is very
fertile and producing fruit over there. I do not see the Father allowing the Rapture as long as these are
coming to Him.
Take that as my opinion, please. Take it at face value, that is not a "thus saith the Lord." It is an
impression that Clare has about the heart of God - nothing more.
Now, any of that could change at any time, and that may not be God's heart at all. The Lord did tell me
months, not years. I can't remember when He said that - I think it was back in...I can't remember when He
said that. But I know, some of you follow me real well, and you have it marked on your calendars... He
also told me June last year. But because of the prayers of the people in Australia were very instrumental
in delaying what was going to happen in to the United States and set the whole thing off. Now, in order to
interpret that literally, when the Lord said "months, not years" I would have to say it would be within 23
months of the date He told me that. Because after 24 months of that, it would be "years." Plural. But He is
God and much depends on us and how the world responds to grace.
Now you have been told not to consider the time of the Rapture in your plans, but rather when it happens,
you'll know. He wants you guys to be taken up with His business when He comes. Those who are bored
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with life, weary of well-doing and lukewarm...are going to be sitting on the rooftops watching for Him
and when He comes they may still be on the rooftops watching their brothers and sisters who were
obedient... ascend while they get left behind.
So, don't start waiting and looking for the Rapture again. Get your eyes off your reward and onto the lost.
I believe your love and commitment to them will be the very source of oil in your flask that never runs
out. You know, I see it this way: I see the ones whose oil runs out are those who are sitting there waiting
for the Rapture. That's what I see, in the spirit. And that's what I sense. The Oil of Charity and Obedience
is gone - and they're not doing anything but waiting. And while the others are busy about the Lord's
business, their flask is continually being refilled and refilled and refilled, so they'll never run out. That's
just my take on it. So, get your eyes off your reward and on to the lost. But if you find yourself among the
rooftop sitters, beware: you may still be there when the Bride is taken. This may not be popular to hear,
but I don't have your blood on my hands for giving you false hope.
I asked the Lord if He had anything to say:
"My heart aches for these who are so lost, the one soul who was praying to the universe for a stove was
only one among millions who are totally confused about who I am. This is My Heart. This is what I shed
endless tears about. Those who truly Love Me and not just the idea of being My Bride - but those who
authentically love Me will recognize this call to action and give it their all, whether it be going out to the
lost, using the internet, or praying and supporting ministries that have My Heart.
"All of you have your part to do. None is greater than the other. Those who sit at home and pray are at
the hub of the wheel empowering it. Those who go out and touch are the spokes touching the rim. All
have an equal part to play. All will be rewarded according to the graces given and used in obedience to
My will. None are greater than any other. I am the source. I am your One and Only Source. All of you are
laborers, called to work shoulder to shoulder, hand in hand. Follow My Spirit's leadings and you will
fulfill My will.
"I am proud of you, My Brides. I see rising up before Me a glorious Church, without spot, wrinkle or
blemish. I see rising up before Me the Love of My life, bedecked with jewels.
"Go forth in courage and commitment and know that your love for your brothers and sisters is the
Fuller's bleach that will remove every last stain from your garments."
Mark 9:3 And His garments became glistening, intensely white, as no fuller (cloth dresser, launderer) on
earth could bleach them.
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Open The Watergates of Unbelief, Jesus teaching on reaching souls
November 22, 2015
The sweet blessing and peace of our Lord Jesus be with you
all, Heartdwellers.
This message is about watergates. Watergates are something
that's used to stop the flow of a channel of some kind: a
canal, a stream. Gates are put up and the water begins to
back up. Floodgates are very similar to that, and the Lord is
using this analogy to describe one of the things we are
going to have to work with as we try to reach people for
Him.
So, this was the message that He had:
"Oh Lord, this morning has been so difficult and distracting - I keep seeing the outlying areas of desert
around Española and beyond, and people isolated that are difficult to reach except with perhaps the radio.
And that's where my heart seems to be. Guide me, Lord, infuse into me the direction you want me to go.
My heart aches for them.
And, what I was seeing was just isolated houses out in the desert. And the people living in those places
were isolated from the rest of the community. And I just had this really gripping sense of lonliness.
"Yes, you have read My Heart about those who are isolated. They are the most prone to attacks against
the faith and condemnation. They languish for hope, surrounded by sin and those heavily into drugs and
alcohol. Oh, how I long to bring them a message of hope! That I have not abandoned them, they are not
cast off or forgotten by Me - rather each day My Heart beats stronger and stronger for them, sending
them innumerable graces to keep their faith afloat. And calling upon My people to minister to them.
"Country living can be very destructive; it has its own set of drawbacks, mostly isolation and loneliness.
Watching evangelists on TV doesn't always reach down deep into those insecure and questioning places.
"My faithful ones - look for the souls who have nothing, those who have fallen away from churches and
feel guilty, confused and dissatisfied. They had questions that were never answered, and in their dealings
with other Christians, many of them came away with more doubts about Me, My love for them, and where
they stood with Me than they had at the beginning.
"The yoke of Guilt has been placed on many, many shoulders of those who have abandoned the
assembling of the brethren. Very simply, they were not getting fed, they were not growing, they were not
being healed and raised up, and deep, deep down inside, they felt going to a church was an empty, manpleasing event. But that does not negate My presence, My active presence in their lives. I am with them in
a very big way, but most are under such a heavy yoke of condemnation they avoid having prayer times
with Me. They avoid worship, thinking it to be only a corporate affair. They avoid taking on the burdens
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of prayer for others, because they've been fooled into thinking their prayers are not heard or valid.
"Do you see how deeply Satan has entrenched himself in these souls? There is a deadly apathy that sets
in. A sense of hopelessness because they feel they've failed to fit in, and failed Me as well. These are the
ones I want you to be on the look out for. They are EVERYWHERE. Yes, they are next door and dotted
around in every business you frequent. They, in fact, have given up on themselves and are left with a
yearning they try to suppress, 'How do I get back in good graces with God?'
"Their impediment is false guilt. Because the ways of men in the church didn't meet their needs, they've
been led to believe there's something wrong with them. Oh, yes, they will find fault with the churches and
pastors, but beneath that justifying veneer, they are deeply disillusioned with the faith and even with Me.
"They are falling out of churches in droves. Why? Because I am opening their eyes to the emptiness they
feel there. Most do not realize that they are to bring Me into the church and worship Me on that day rather they go to encounter Me. And if I'm not anointing the worship and teaching, they leave
disappointed. They long for intimacy, simply put. Intimacy is something no church can provide for them,
although it should be taught. This is where I am sending you - teach intimacy with Me, teach discernment,
teach humility, teach them most of all that I long for their attentions more than they long for Me. I know
them and love them to distraction right where they stand.
"Open the door for Me, reconcile Me to My people!!!
"Many of you have made major inroads in your relationship with Me. You sense My presence, you feel
My pleasure and displeasure with things around you. You know I love you and will talk with you, so you
listen and you hear Me...although more of you must be taught that I don't use a megaphone to
communicate. It's a stirring in your heart with words. Once you remove the watergate of unbelief, it can
flow and journaling is a major way to keep it flowing, and flowing, and flowing. Do you know that I could
easily keep you busy listening to Me for a good hour? Everyday I have something fresh and new to say to
you.
"Those of you who use anointed readings from the Bible or devotional book, like the Bible Promise book,
those of you who trust Me enough to pray and open just to the right thing, you KNOW without a shadow
of a doubt, I am with you. I prove it every time you open your Bible or devotional book. Truly it amazes
you. And I, too, am amazed - but not that I speak to you, I'm amazed at that stopper of unbelief you put in
the source of the spring!
As He was talking I thought to myself...'I'm not like that, am I, Lord?'
"Yes, Beloved, I am most certainly talking to you. You come to Me almost everyday thinking 'Is He going
to speak to me today?' (That's true...I do...) When I have proven over and over again, I'm right here and
full of wisdom to share with you. Not when you feel worthy, not when you feel anointed or full of My
Spirit, not when you feel you've done something to displease Me. No, none of that has any bearing on My
desire to speak to you daily.
"Once you open that watergate of unbelief, Clare, once you receive those first few words, then these
living waters can come gushing forth from within you because I live in you and I am the source of all life
and all wisdom.
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"So, a major part of your job in restoring souls to Me is opening those watergates of unbelief, convincing
them of their great worth in My eyes. Convincing them that their lives have a very unique and important
purpose. That I use everyone to the degree they are willing to be used.
"If they are mothers, I use them to love their husbands and children and raise them up in the way they
should go. If they are businessmen, I present opportunities in their lives to witness to their associates.
And as they mature, I also bring before them the challenge of honesty and faithfulness to Me, which very
often costs them much. But in each of these little scenarios, the faith is spread and grows. The place that
is still most often stunted is their own deep-down opinion of themselves and a false notion that they are
not worthy of Me - this keeps them from intimacy with Me.
"What a faith killer that is! I didn't call you to be worthy - I called you to believe that My sacrifice on the
Cross, when I tore the Temple veil and exposed the Holy of Holies, that My grace is sufficient for you;
sufficient to make you worthy to commune and fellowship with Me. This is a huge challenge, not only
because the world is continually downgrading men and women, but because the enemy is fortifying an
iron-clad yoke of guilt which forever haunts their thoughts and hinders openness with Me in prayer. This
becomes a watergate that closes off that secret place where I commune with souls.
"Open the watergates, My ministers. You've been called and chosen. Yes, prepare the way of the Lord.
Open those watergates that all men may be reconciled to Me in sweet in sweet and tender love. Just as
they are."
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Your Worst Enemy
November 23, 2015
The Lord's wisdom and blessing is with us, Heartdwellers.
It's interesting. As I entered into worship today, I spent a
long time in worship and just was not connecting with the
Lord. I know you guys can relate to that - it can be so
frustrating.
So, when I finally knew it was time to stop and listen for the message, even though I didn't feel that
special anointing, I just stopped anyway and listened, and sure enough - He was there. As He taught us in
yesterday's teaching, He said "Just expect Me to be there, because I'm there. It doesn't depend on whether
you've been good or bad, I'm still there."
"So, here I am Lord, it's been really hard without being able to feel you deeply. You know I cannot live
without you from day to day. I know You are here, I've seen and felt You, and I know by faith. But
nothing, nothing in this world can replace Your embrace and the infilling of Your Spirit in my heart each
morning."
"Can you accept and receive by faith, that although you don't feel it, I am nonetheless infusing you with
Myself?"
"With your help, I can...but still, it is hard, Lord."
Then I had a thought, when He mentioned "infusing with Himself." I thought, 'You know - I should
receive Communion,' because that's one time when I really feel that infusion of grace.
I had meant to receive communion hours ago during worship and prayer, but kept forgetting. So, I did
receive communion, and spent some time thanking Him for His graces - and He was right there, His chin
on my forehead. He was holding me to His heart, and He drew away and He began, "You see, you've been
thinking about everyone else but Me this morning...your mind has drifted to umpteen different places.
Lord, I can't control my mind - it's like a runaway car with no brakes, careening down the mountainside
with no way to stop! Even with the binding prayer.
"My love, the more you isolate yourself from the concerns of the world, the less your brain will have
opportunity to call up images, memories, and the like. Little desires, like little foxes can also impede your
concentration. The less you have to do with the world, the clearer your mind, Clare."
"It is true, Lord."
I've had to find winter boots and a lightweight coat for the mornings here, which are so cold when I go
into prayer. That put me shopping on the net for the appropriate item. Which is always dangerous,
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because when I get a certain idea in my head, I look until I find it. Avarice, the Black Panther who stalks
me makes his presence known. For those of you who are new on our channel, I came from a very artistic,
acquisitive and materialistic environment. I was constantly courting beautiful things, to the point where
the Lord was on the perimeter of my life, not in the center.
The best thing that ever happened to me was when we sold everything and went to live in a cabin in the
Pocono Mountains in Pennsylvania. I was never freer, happier or closer to the Lord in my life. That
experience set a precedent that helped me overcome this panther. But he's still alive in my flesh and
makes his presence known when I begin to do foolish things for me, like shop. Other souls could do it and
lay it down, but not me.
Tracing back to the source of that panther, I had a dream when I first became a Christian. I was
swimming in the lake at our summerhouse and all of a sudden a large, muscular black panther came
swimming towards me and tried to drown me. I fought him with all my might. He would go under and I
would think, "He's dead." Then he would come up and pull me under and I would think, "I'm going to
die." Back and forth, back and forth. The dream ended before I could tell who won. I thought I had made
an end to him before I awoke, but could I really be sure?
I didn't know what the dream was about at that time - I really had no clue. Then it was revealed to me: a
demon of Avarice was assigned to lure me away from the Lord. And it did, for many years until the
Poconos. But it's still lurking in the shadows.
Can any of you relate? Do you have a black panther? Maybe it's popularity, power, money, drugs,
alcohol, sex, or food? Whatever it is, it pulls you away from Jesus with desires that are fruitless in eternity
and could easily lead to damnation.
But the thoughts I was barraged with were not so much about shopping, they were more about past
failures in my life, foolish mistakes I made that hurt others. Well, we all know who accuses the brethren
day and night.
Several times in the past few minutes I keep seeing a man who is rather stocky with a broad forehead and
very intense eyes who appears to be opposing me, sitting squarely opposite me and trying to scramble my
thoughts by getting my mind on other things.
"Lord is that real... or imagined?"
"It's imagined, but a good representation of your fleshly nature, an opponent intent on getting his own
way. Yes, it is an embodiment of your flesh. It's stature is stubborn, bullish, squat and firmly planted in
opposition to your spirit which is like an innocent little child. This is your greatest enemy, Clare. No one
can do greater harm to yourself than you. No one. But I thought that perhaps by revealing it to you, what
it looks like, you will understand what we must defeat together.
This scripture came to mind from Galatians 5:
"Walk by the Spirit, and you will not gratify the desires of the flesh. 17For the flesh desires what is
contrary to the Spirit, and the Spirit what is contrary to the flesh. They are in conflict with each other.
Galatians 5:16
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And here I like the New Living Translation: The sinful nature likes to do evil, which is just the opposite
of what the spirit desires. And the spirit gives us just the opposite of what the sinful nature desires. These
two forces are constantly fighting each other, so you are not free to carry out your good intentions.
Well that's no contest with You on board, Lord?
"Not so quick My love, not so quick. Your flesh has been with you since conception and has a will to
survive of its own. It has its own knee jerk reactions to perceived threats. Hunger, cold, violence,
criticism. Oh, there is no way to explain to you the power the flesh has over your members.
The Spirit has a much different agenda: seeking love, affirmation and a purpose. It's when the two get
mixed up or one overpowers the other that the trouble begins. There is a constant struggle for supremacy
as long as one is not dominated by the other. Once a soul settles into their flesh, well, the battle is over.
The flesh has won. From time to time, glimpses of what could have been bubble up into your
consciousness but are quickly put down by the pleasures of the moment and the perceived inconvenience
of reaching for your dreams.
"When a soul is born again, and I am given complete access to the desire nature, I begin to turn that
arrangement upside down. By My Spirit you become aware of something greater than survival and
pleasures of the moment, you begin to long for your Heavenly homeland and the freedom you will have
there. You begin to remember key moments when I presented you with a dream or vision or even a word
of prophecy. And something within stirs. At that point, I begin to take your hand and lift you up from your
bed of indifference and failure, lost purposes, and impossible dreams.
"Then the struggle is on. There are some so self-disciplined that this seems a very little issue to them. On
the other hand, much of what motivated them before their conversion has to do with the world, power,
influence, fame and glory. Yes, there is still corruption in those who are converted who seem to show
remarkable self-control and accomplishment. There are still things that are there, deep down, almost
unrecognizable, that tend to influence their decisions. That, too, is the flesh. Although it seems not to be
carnal, it's just as carnal as gluttony.
"All of you are still a work under construction. None has arrived. And the moment you perceive that
about yourself, I will quickly come to your rescue with a lesson in humility, lest you perish through pride
and presumption.
"It is a very rare soul that immediately puts to death all of their flesh and empties themselves to give Me
supremacy in their lives. And to this I say, even you who have done this thing, still have only Me to thank,
for I gave you that disposition and grace.
"In the end Clare, all have fallen short of the glory and perfection of God."
So, why did you bring this up Lord?
"I want all of you to know that each of you are on the very same rungs of the ladder as the soul next to
you. Forget this idea of being ahead of anyone in sanctity, it is a false notion all together. You see, what
gives the appearance of a soul being ahead of others is pure grace - and grace is My possession not
theirs. So, were I to remove all grace, you would fall back to the bottom rung again.
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Grace allows you to cooperate, grace strengthens you in perseverance, grace holds you in place when
you would have collapsed and run away. Grace fills you with understanding, grace instructs you about
the outcome of your decisions. Grace moves your conscience to behave in obedience to My known will.
Remove grace, and you have nothing of any value left. Period. Because then the flesh takes over. Then
that squat, determined, self-willed flesh begins to make your decisions.
"You see, this perspective is sadly lacking from ministers who are trained and graduate seminaries. They
learn to conquer the world, not conquer themselves. I would rather have one raw diamond that is onto his
flesh, than ten finely faceted gems that don't have a clue.
"This is another reason why people are leaving the churches - they are not being taught how to conquer
their flesh. In fact, they are being taught how to have the appearance of holiness on the outside without
having the capability to conquer their own particular passions.
"My People, as you rise up to serve Me, be particularly careful about the inner man. Know yourself well
and rely totally on My all sufficient grace, or you will fail. If you lift yourself up above others, you are
still lacking in understanding. When you see that all that is good comes from My grace, you will walk
humbly before Me and before men and seek Me everyday for the way to go and the power to accomplish
it."
Oh Lord, forgive me, I feel like I am putting these thoughts in my head, not You.
"Perhaps you feel that way because I am continually feeding these thoughts to you, Clare. Truly, each
day, your mind gets filled with more and more of My thinking, that's just natural by association. That's
normal. You begin to act, look and think like the one you spend the most time with. Do not fear, Clare,
you are not making this up. Look at Me."
I changed my focus from the computer to Him, and His face became ever so clear and tender. He looks so
much like Ray Downing's paintings of Jesus. So much. His expression was tender and almost
plaintive...are you going to doubt Me, too?
I'm sorry Lord, I am my own worst enemy, as You said.
"Well, to your credit, if you didn't test the spirits you would not be a good example to others. You do have
to be careful. But understand, when the gate of virtue has been abandoned, that is when the devils enter.
"Meekness, humility, awareness of your frailty and complete dependence on Me: those are the hinges on
the gate of virtue that will protect you - even from yourself, the worst adversary.
"But do not fear. With each new day, as you grow in awareness and obedience, it becomes easier and
easier to know without a doubt I am your source of strength, your One and Only Source."
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From Jesus with Love
November 24, 2015
The blessings of the Lord be with you, Heartdwellers. He
truly is with us. And today He gave us an instruction on
charity. I asked Him:
Lord, what do You want to speak on today?
"I will defend the widow and the orphan. I will open My
coffers and pour out upon them the abundance of My
blessing. This is a season when many go in want, while
others bask in luxury.
I was reminded of that Scripture in James: Religion that God our Father accepts as pure and faultless is
this: to look after orphans and widows in their distress and to keep oneself from being polluted by the
world. James 1:27
"My Brides, be on the lookout for those in need this week and this season. There is great depression
among the poor and lonely during this season. I wish to touch them with My Love through you. All
around you are those who cannot afford the dinners that others prepare for all week. Simply put, don't
allow yourself to be blind to your neighbor's distress. Don't allow yourself to criticize their lives or take
exception with their situation."
I'd like to add to that, too. We've all got neighbors or different people we know that are single or divorced
and they're all by themselves. If you're planning on a dinner, that might be a good thing to invite them, as
well.
"Many of these have been abused and rejected from childhood and their only interaction with the world
was to get what they needed through every deceptive means. They do not understand family or love and
protection; they've had to fend for themselves - fighting off hunger, loneliness, the cold and hostility of
those around them. It is truly sad and breaks My Heart to see how children are treated - but the issues go
back through many generations of drinking, crime and drugs. These who are so looked down upon have
been rejected from birth and do not have the normal social skills of you who have been raised by good
parents.
"Were I to show you what their childhood was like, you would be horrified. Many of these children were
tended only by My angels. They went from dumpster to dumpster looking for clothing and food while their
parents locked them out of the house or were constantly gone, either under the influence or walking the
streets looking for their next fix.

"I have put these poor ones before you as an exercise in mercy. Many, but not all, who came from middle
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class and functional lower class families do not understand the principles of mercy and reaching out on a
personal level to the unfortunate."
I have to confess there, that that's so true of us. When I was growing up with my mother, she would really
be terribly harsh with people who were on the streets, or who were begging - very poor. Very, very
critical of them, and say, "Why don't they just go get a job!" And that's the attitude of a LOT of the
working class.
"Their own pursuits in the world have hardened them against those who seem to be lazy and failures, not
caring for themselves and their children. Many of these are severely, mentally damaged from childhood
injuries and cannot think for themselves in pressured situations, so they go from job to job, or crime to
crime, getting what they need to survive.
"You who have been born into fortunate circumstances are meant to carry the burdens of the poor with
your excess...not to fill your coffers for the future, which you may not even live to see. But to act in My
stead and supply for their needs. In doing this, you become the sons and daughters of righteousness. The
poor are My gift to you, to help you cultivate virtue.
"The early church always provided for the poor among them, always. This they were taught from the very
beginning. The poor among you are truly My gift, by which you prove your faithfulness and love for Me.
For this is not for the ease of others and for your affliction, but by way of equality-- at this present time
your abundance being a supply for their need, so that their abundance also may become a supply for your
need, that there may be equality; as it is written, "HE WHO gathered MUCH DID NOT HAVE TOO
MUCH, AND HE WHO gathered LITTLE HAD NO LACK." 2 Corinthians 8:14-15
"To pass up one of these needy ones on the street without a stirring in your heart and a dollar in your
hand is a symptom of the lukewarm church. Busy about her business agendas, the poor are an
inconvenience and impediment to her acquisition of wealth.
"But for you who have been touched by My Love, you have been trained not to judge, not to respond the
way the rest of this selfish world responds, but to go out of yourself, out of your class boundaries, and
show My mercy. The enemy of all good has striven to remove this responsibility from you, knowing full
well the graces that flow with charity. They have hardened your hearts against the poor and hardened the
hearts of the poor against you. I never intended this. I intended your excess to supply for their need, and
someday their excess to provide for other's needs. This is training in holiness and Satan had deliberately
removed this opportunity from you, while hurling accusations on these injured souls, causing enmity and
division in your society, fomenting discontent and hatred."
At this point I felt the need to look up Isaiah 58. So many promises are tied up in this passage of
Scripture: just decisions, protection, guidance - that we will raise up ancient foundations and repair
broken walls. Beautiful promises.
Interestingly, this Scripture was given to me, quickened to me at my conversion. And you know, I think I
know why. I had a real tendency toward a Religious spirit: fasting and prayer, and doing all these
outstanding fasts and all these other things that seemed to make other people holy. At least, what I was
learning in my early days. And I didn't have a whole lot of care for the poor. I was more concerned about
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my own walk, my holiness - I still was very materialistic at my conversion.
Now that I look back on it I remember, that my concern was more with fasting, and getting word of
knowledge, a vision - moving in the Gifts and healing. And from an egotistical viewpoint - not out of love
for the Lord so much, but to prove myself as a good Christian, who operates in the Gifts.
And I remember. They had a seminar at the church that I went to, and we were all to fill out these
questionaries and at the end, they explained what each person's gifts were. There were scores on different
things - scores on wisdom, understanding, mercy, charity - oh, all kinds of topics. And I scored so low in
mercy that it just blew my mind. I thought, 'Wow! I score low in mercy - that's no good!' and a young
lady who was a good friend of mine, who served the deaf as a sign reader - she scored REALLY high on
mercy and I thought, 'I'm really lacking in mercy!' I just had no consideration of that, because at that time
I was caught up in proving myself and dressing well and looking well and speaking well - not in the
things that were really important to the Lord. So, this is a landmark Scripture for me, to bring me out of
that religious head-set and help me be more established in the Lord's heart. And all of us who hunger to
hear and see the Lord this, too, is promised in Isaiah 58:
For day after day they seek me out; they seem eager to know my ways, as if they were a nation that does
what is right and has not forsaken the commands of its God. They ask me for just decisions and seem
eager for God to come near them. 'Why have we fasted,' they say, 'and you have not seen it?
Why have we humbled ourselves, and you have not noticed?' "Yet on the day of your fasting, you do as
you please and exploit all your workers. Your fasting ends in quarreling and strife, and in striking each
other with wicked fists. You cannot fast as you do today and expect your voice to be heard on high.
Is this the kind of fast I have chosen, only a day for people to humble themselves? Is it only for bowing
one's head like a reed and for lying in sackcloth and ashes? Is that what you call a fast, a day acceptable to
the Lord?
And here I'm reminded, when he says, "striking each other with wicked fists"...gossip, jealousy, fighting
back and forth, strife in the family. You know, I can look back on times when I was fasting and
undertaking these severe fasts - when I was harsh or short with my children. And the Scripture would ring
in my ears and I'd realize, "this fast cannot be pleasing to the Lord, because I'm being impatient and
losing my temper." So, that's a real balancing point on a fast: if you're fasting for the Lord and your
disposition is not sweet and loving and kind, then I think it's better NOT to fast and keep a good
disposition, than to try to prove something with a longer fast and injure people.
"Is not this the kind of fasting I have chosen: to loose the chains of injustice and untie the cords of the
yoke, to set the oppressed free and break every yoke? Is it not to share your food with the hungry and to
provide the poor wanderer with shelter; when you see the naked, to clothe them, and not to turn away
from your own flesh and blood?
Then your light will break forth like the dawn, and your healing will quickly appear; then your
righteousness will go before you, and the glory of the Lord will be your rear guard. Then you will call,
and the Lord will answer; you will cry for help, and he will say: Here am I. If you do away with the yoke
of oppression, with the pointing finger and malicious talk, and if you spend yourselves in behalf of the
hungry and satisfy the needs of the oppressed, then your light will rise in the darkness, and your night will
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become like the noonday.
The Lord will guide you always; he will satisfy your needs in a sun-scorched land and will strengthen
your frame. You will be like a well-watered garden, like a spring whose waters never fail. Your people
will rebuild the ancient ruins and will raise up the age-old foundations; you will be called Repairer of
Broken Walls, Restorer of Streets with Dwellings. Isaiah 58:2-12
This is beautiful, and so many of you are already doing so much to help those around you. Please don't
come under condemnation. This was just quickened to me, and it was just a reminder of all the blessings
that come with looking after the poor. It's not something we need to be walking away with our tails
tucked between our legs or feeling bad about ourselves at all!
Let us go forward, not under the yoke of condemnation, but out of love for our Lord...in our desire to feed
and cloth Him and provide for Him who dwells with the poor. Let's make this season a time of
exceptional care and concern for those around us who are wanting, and do it in the Name of the Lord,
giving according to our means, with these words:
From Jesus, with love.
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My Peace I Give You
November 25, 2015
The Peace and Confidence in our Lord Jesus be with you,
Heartdwellers.
The Lord spoke to me this morning about His Peace. I asked
Him what was on His heart and mind, and He told me
Peace.
"Peace. The peace that passes all understanding. Many of you have truly given your heart to Me, and I
am guarding it as My most precious possession. You have hearkened to Me when I called, you have
obeyed Me when I instructed you. You have continually repented and kept an eye on your sin nature. You
are truly blessed.
"Now I am telling you the truth, you should have My Peace. If you do not have My Peace, you need to
look around and find out what is eroding it?
"Have you fallen into unbelief?
"Have you withheld good from your brother?
"Have you spoken against anyone and damaged their reputation?
"Have you cheated or kept something that wasn't yours to keep?"
At that point I thought to myself, 'Gee, Lord, my conscience is troubled because Rae left some things
here, although she did say what ever she left behind she didn't want but maybe she forgot them?'
"Maybe you should find that out if you feel conviction Clare"
And I thought, 'Yep - I should definitely find that out...'
"Let there not be one speck of self-interest among My Brides. Let each look after the concerns of the
other, then your conscience will bear witness to your innocence before Me and before men.
"You see, this is a wedged-open door: whenever you have a concern in your conscience, it opens the door
to whatever would like to enter. Seal all the entry-ways to sin and allow not one foothold for the enemy to
accuse you."
"For I say to you that unless your righteousness surpasses that of the scribes and Pharisees, you will not
enter the Kingdom of Heaven." Matthew 5:20
"I am not being harsh with you, just very, very realistic. Better you should know now the condition of
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your soul before Me, than find out later you were lacking."
"The Lord knows those who are His," and, "Everyone who names the name of the Lord is to abstain from
wickedness." 20Now in a large house there are not only gold and silver vessels, but also vessels of wood
and of earthenware, and some to honor and some to dishonor. 21Therefore, if anyone cleanses himself
from these things, he will be a vessel for honor, sanctified, useful to the Master, prepared for every good
work...."II Timothy 2:
"I am preparing you to move onward and upward, I want nothing holding you back. Go over these things
in your mind and see if there is anything your conscience rises up at. If there is, make it right. I am
coming for a spotless Bride and anything that detains you is a spot.
"Don't fall into false accusation with yourself or be overly scrupulous, stay balanced.
"I want you to have My Peace. How can you impart My Peace to others if you yourself are lacking?
"My Peace I leave with you. You are greatly loved and cherished. Keep yourself clean for Me, let nothing
of this world detain you. I am coming soon."
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Increase Will Overtake You
November 26, 2015
The Lord's blessing and fortitude and endurance is with us,
Heartdwellers.
I've had a few days of feeling like I've been walking through
molasses; it's just been so tough. And, I know a few of you
other folks have had that same issue. It just seems like
there's some kind of mountain that we have to move just to
walk forward. It's been very dry and very laborious, very
difficult. The Lord addressed that today and gave us a promise of increase on the way. This is a happy
message!
He also explains the reasons for the dry, laborious part, too.
We began after worship - I spoke to Him and I said, "Oh, Lord, I have grown weary."
"I know you have, Clare. Just be patient with Me, My sweet angel.
Why, Lord, have I gotten this way?
"It is a trial of suspended grace, a time to press in without the perks, without the warm fuzzies, knowing
that you are under My loving gaze, whether you feel it or not. You have been here many times before, My
Love - and we made it through. You will make it through this time, too. It is almost over.
"Do you know there are souls coming to Me because of your sacrifice?"
I wouldn't be surprised, Lord. You make use of everything.
"Well, there are. Don't be disheartened."
Thank You, Lord, for telling me. What do you have for our Heartdwellers today?
"I am the Lord of increase. My Brides, when I see how diligently you labor to fulfill My every wish, how
can I not increase you in all the things that matter?
"Many of you have labored with little or no results. Much of what you shall be rewarded with remains
hidden. However, the time is coming when increase will overtake you while you are running the race. I
know some of you, including this precious Bride, have grown weary and had to push themselves to go on.
I know the work seems overwhelming, I know the opposition you face better than even you know. I know
the weariness of body and soul and it is time for blessings to overtake and rejuvenate you.
"I am not blind to your struggles, Dear ones - have I not labored along side you? I have many times lifted
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you up into My arms and carried you, just so you could keep going. But with each new grace and each
new level there are new trials designed to harden you off and give you the spiritual stamina necessary for
what lies before you.
"Remember always that you do best in water over your head, when you don't even know how to swim. I
say this because I want you to rely totally on Me and not size up the task before you, comparing it to your
gift. No, I would not open doors and give you increase if I were not standing by with all the graces you
need to meet new challenges. Trust Me with this.
"I want you to be excited with the work, but that is not always possible. Sometimes the work must become
boring without emotionality, and laborious. Sometimes it feels like a sprint as you cross the finish line in
first place. Other times it feels like a trek across the Sahara, as you barely make it over the finish line in
last place. True, that is lack luster, but necessary that you do not become attached to the work and begin
to derive more pleasure in accomplishments than being in My presence.
"Do you know the dangers here? Yes, accomplishment becomes an addiction, a god, determining your
self-worth in your eyes. You begin to wake up every morning to new challenges - rather than to Me. So,
these dry times are so very necessary to keep you detached and focused on pleasing Me. What does it
matter what you have accomplished if it has not made Me happy with you? And what does it matter if you
crawl across the finish line only to see My beaming smile focused on you, in gratitude and appreciation
that you ran the race for Me, with nothing else in mind?
"You see your value is entirely determined by what is most precious - and that is My shed blood. Nothing
in this universe has more value than that. No one can accomplish anything coming close to what was
done on Calvary, and it was done for you, and it is your own possession - your very own possession. I
want you to rest in that, not in what you accomplish. Yes, I want you to be happy and uplifted when you
do for others in My place, I want you to receive the joy on that face because you went out of your way to
honor them and do My will. That is a precious, precious reward, one that will be reviewed in Heaven
some day and give you great pleasure.
"But I do not want accomplishment to become a lifestyle; rather obedience, thanksgiving and worship,
these are the most highly valued virtues. Be encouraged, increase is on the way and once again you will
find joy in the work that lies before you.
"I am with you in all things, and when you feel that you cannot go any further, that's when I lift you up
into My arms, and carry you across the finish line."
Well, that certainly was a timely message from Jesus. I wanted to let you know that, in the original 5-part
series on the condition of the church, called Wounding Waters - some of my very first videos. There a
whole part there called the Goal-Driven life, which really focuses on the evils of accomplishment and
focusing on accomplishment. So, if you're at all interested in following up on this message, that message
goes into a lot more depth and detail, explaining what problems arise and how we can get off track with
the Lord by being driven by our goals.
The Lord bless you, Heartdwellers. Thank you so much for tuning in.
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My Heart Skips A Beat
November 27, 2015
The Lord is with us and He longs for our company,
Heartdwellers.
You know, the last couple of weeks or so, maybe three
weeks now, there's been so much going on. There's been a
real oppression hanging in the air. And, we get rid of it, and
it comes back, and it comes back - and after a while you
begin to think, 'Is there something wrong with ME? Am I
doing something wrong? Or is this just a condition that everyone is going through?'
And I guess you might as well know that several people have complained of this and said, "It's just an
oppression that has been turned loose." Thank the Lord that we have the wherewithal to fight it off and to
negate it, but in the meantime, it makes you wonder! It makes ME wonder, that's for sure.
None of us really knows if our hearts are completely and totally pure, or if we're without sin. Lord,
convict me of the hidden sins! So, we don't always know the condition of our hearts before the Lord. And
we can wonder, 'Did I do something wrong?' Or we can actually DO something that we know that He
doesn't exactly approve of, and be convicted. So, of course, we want to go and repent right away.
But this message is all about how much He loves us and that, really, all these other things can be worked
out. The main thing is He wants us to come to Him.
So, I'll begin the message:
When I came out of prayer, I told the Lord, "There is only truly one place I want to be, and that's close to
you, Jesus. Everything that takes me away from your heart...well, I don't want to leave this Holy Place.
Oh Jesus, make me pure and wanting You only, and not distracted in the least by trinkets of the world."
And just as a little footnote, this is the perfect time of the year to be distracted by trinkets. I think it takes
and awful lot of self-control to stay out of the stores and stay out of trouble this time of year. And for
some people, the stores are fine. You know, there's no problem there. But if you have everything you
need, and the Lord has told you that - and you still continue with "retail therapy"... then you KNOW that
it's not the right thing to do! And for us? He definitely doesn't want us in the stores - we HAVE
everything that we need, thank the Lord. And we have HIM - that's the most important part.
So, I did - I asked Him to make me pure and only wanting Him.
And He answered me, and said, "We are getting there."
Oh, but not soon enough for me, Lord.
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"Gradually is better than all of a sudden."
I fear I will never be free from entanglements of the world.
"Clare, it's an attitude of heart not a physical state. People can be quite poor or without earthly goods,
but still full of themselves. Just follow My lead, Dear one, and you needn't worry. Detached you will be."
Lord, what do you want to address this day?
"I want to talk about how precious you are and how I cannot wait for you to come and rest on My Heart."
And just as an aside here, during worship - that's all I could see: He was holding my head and it was over
His heart. It was the sweetest place to be, and He was so happy. His face was just glowing with Joy! And
I felt like, finally! I've gotten to the right place! 'Cause it's been a struggle, guys - for the last couple of
weeks.
"Truly, My Brides, you lift My Heart and bring joy to those places so terribly scarred by the indifference
of men. Do you know...one glance from you, one sincere and longing glance from you - do you know what
that means to My heart?
"My heart skips a beat when you look at Me with that longing. All I want to do is invite you into My
space, My arms, My heart. You do not need to ask, Beloved. You have a standing invitation, just come.
"When you feel you have let me down, come. When you feel jubilant and happy, come. When you feel
lonely, come. When you are bored, come. There is simply no time that I am not waiting for you. No there
is not one minute in your eternity that I am not hoping, watching and waiting for you to forsake yourself
and whatever you are doing just to come into My presence.
"What is the best way to come to Me, you ask?
"I will tell you - come to Me in sincerity. Come to Me just the way you are. Yes, if you can come rejoicing
and thanking Me, that is the most perfect way. But to come to Me rejoicing when bitterness has gripped
your heart...well, it may be a sacrifice of praise, but it is not honest.
"Frankly, I want you to be honest. I want to meet you right where you're at. If you are bitter and angry,
come, let us reason together. If you are in the mood to just Love and adore Me, come, My heart longs for
the caress of your soul. Oh, how I love gratitude, but I do not expect perfection from you. I never want
you to put a face on or an attitude that is not honest, to cover something I can plainly see.
"I know your frame, Clare. I know you get discouraged, tired, bored, weary in well-doing. Do you
suppose coming to Me with a pasted on smile is pleasing? No, I see the contents of your heart and I
would rather you spill them out just as they are, and together we will sort through things.
"This is the mistake so many Christians make when they come to Me. They are not honest. So, rather than
openly expose Me to how they feel - they wait. But while they wait, the cancer grows. I am the only
physician that has the right treatment for your aching heart.
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"When you delay, it gives the enemy more time to pull you down into a swirling soup of self-pity. The
further down you go, the darker and the more likely you are to sin, the longer your recovery time. I want
you to come to Me just the way you are, before you fall any deeper. Please! I am God, I am real in every
way. As it is written, I know when you sit, when you stand, and when you fall. All is revealed to Me.
Nothing is hidden.
"Do you understand that, My Love? Nothing is hidden from Me. I know even before you do, what you are
going to do. Do I approve? Not always. Do I distance Myself from you? Never! It is in those moments of
temptation that you need Me more than ever. There is nothing I have not seen, nothing. Yet, I would draw
you quickly out of harm's way and save you from the inevitable consequences of your errors. Yes, if I
could, I would lift you out of harms way, scooping you up into My tender arms and holding you saying,
"Whew!! That was a close call!"
"In fact, many times I do just that. I make it impossible for you to sin. But alas, Clare can be very
stubborn and it takes quite a bit of persistent opposition to keep her out of trouble when her flesh has
taken the bit in its mouth and galloped off..."
Yeah...guilty as charged. I AM very persistent. I am persistent with the Lord, and I am persistent with my
own self-will, too. That's the part of me that needs to die.
"Nonetheless, when you come back to your senses, you are oh, so reticent to come before Me. You know
I'm waiting, but the guilt still pulls you away, further and further until you miss Me so much you can't
take it anymore. Then you discover: I've been there all along waiting for you, right here. Never did I
leave your side.
"I am speaking to Clare on behalf of all of you, My Brides - all of you have the very same problems with
Me, they are universal. I am baring My heart to you, I am revealing what really takes place when you
stray from Me, doing what I wish you wouldn't do. I am doing this so you will understand Me. Yes, I am
truly God. Yes, I am truly man, and you have been made in our image. I do not wish for you to be
alienated from Me ever - not for one second.
"Most of you have been clueless your entire Christian lives, hiding from Me when you fall, when you
should be running to Me. Would you consider that there is not one moment I want to be without you?
Would you reconsider the shame that causes you to scurry under the nearest rock and hide?
"Please, no longer. My arms are open, My compassion knows no limits and I wait for you. Please, come
to Me without fear and together we will heal your wounds and cleanse you of all your transgressions.
Don't delay. Don't give the enemy a foothold to build a stronghold and a wall between us. No, run to Me
and I will set you free.
"And yes - I am here to hear you confess and repent. But remember: it's My goodness that leads to
repentance, and My Mercy. And there's nothing in or about you, or what you've done, that I'm not already
aware of.
"So, come to Me, saying that you're sorry - and I'll forgive you. And enfold you in My loving arms. There
you will derive the strength that you need to go on and not sin anymore. You NEED that strength - and
I'm here to give it to you.
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"I love you. Remember that always. I love you."
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"Show Mercy To Yourself As Well As Others." Jesus said.
November 29, 2015
The mercy and kindness of our sweet Lord Jesus is with us,
Heartdwellers.
And I want to share what happened to me this morning. I
got up early to pray, and I couldn't believe it: one thing after
another kept drawing my attention off of the Lord. I mean,
we're talking about that still, quiet time in the morning
before daylight! And here I am, getting up just to be with Him, and my mind kept bouncing around from
one thing to the next. And I ended up completely fragmented at the end of, I think, it was about two
hours.
Different things, I mean something would come into my mind, like 'Oh my goodness, I need to do that.'
Then something else would come into mind and I'd think, 'Oh, if I don't do that I'm going to sit here and
worry about it!' And then, something else would come up, or Ezekiel would mention something and I'd
jump up to do that, and I could not enter in to prayer this morning! It was just...outrageous!
I've never seen anything quite like it, and of course I felt guilty. How could I possibly be so flighty and
flaky, knowing that the Lord is there waiting for me? And even catching a glance from Him! As I'm
trying to enter into prayer, He's trying to reach for me and completely occupy my heart and mind - and
I'm bouncing around like a jack-in-the-box trying to do things that I have no business doing!
So, I finally figured out that prayer is a grace, and right now I need grace, I need the grace of prayer! And
finally, finally I settled down. After a little while of worship, He wanted to speak to me. I was still
struggling to stay in worship - it was not easy. And I'm talking about, like, three hours later...
So, I said to Him, "Oh Lord, what a day, what a morning. Crazy with interruptions. It's been this way
since 6:30 am. I feel so badly that I haven't been able to sit still! You've invited me to come with you to
Heaven and it seems like everything that could has drawn my attention away from You. And I LET it!
How could I be so shallow as to allow this?"
He began, "I want you to look at this morning as an example to My People. How wonderful it is when
you obey Me immediately when I call. But there are times when circumstances molest you and rob you of
the freedom to be totally here for Me.
"Do I walk away in disappointment like one who has been stood up? No. That's man's way. Rather I wait
for you, I try to help by staving off condemnation, which the demons are all too ready to heap on you for
not coming immediately.
"Yes, it is wonderful when you can come immediately, truly a blessing for us both. But when you can't
because of duties or interruptions, first and foremost, be patient with others, be meek and kind to those
who seem to be interrupting you. Second of all do not resent this interference; it most surely is a test in
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charity.
"Third of all, do not come under the yoke of condemnation. I see your circumstance and am not
condemning you, which would have the opposite effect...it would cause you to withdraw even more. No, I
wait patiently and help where I can. I show My face to you in little snippets when you return to prayer,
only to be called out again. I am quick to affirm you, My Bride, and tell you that I will not leave until we
truly have our time together, that is unless the situation overtakes you.
"So many of you, My Dearest ones, are subject to self-hatred and condemnation when you do not perform
perfectly, when you are late, when you are distracted or thrown off course. You are brutal with
yourselves. Beloved, that does nothing to draw us together, in fact it refocuses your attention on your
supposed guilt. Then I must find different ways to convince you how much I Love You."
And that's the amazing part here, guys - He kept giving me these beautiful rhemas: "Come, tuck in under
My arm." And other beautiful things that were just lovely! And I was thinking to myself, 'Wow, You
must really be patient! Because You're not criticizing me for being so flighty, rather You're telling me
those beautiful things that make me want to cleave to You even more. You amaze me, Lord. You truly
amaze me.'
"That's because I know you so well. I know you played hooky yesterday and there is a vestige of guilt
hanging over your head. However, I am not the one who condemned you for taking your ease. It was well
deserved."
Forgive me, guys, I didn't get a message up yesterday.
"I did feel that sentiment from You, Lord. I did feel your grace was giving me leave from my usual
duties."
"Yes, well you can bend a bow until it breaks. First and foremost, I want you to show mercy to all. And in
order for you to show Mercy, you must first be merciful with your own self. You mustn't be
driven...rather do everything from a heart of love. When you cannot feel that love, understand a decision
to do it from that perspective will do...do it out of the decision to love, not necessarily accompanied by
the sentiment.
"This attitude of heart will keep you from bitterness, judgment and criticism both of yourself and others.
It is a mark of true maturity for a soul to recognize its limitations without becoming disheartened or
discouraged. Give all that you have, Clare, and it will always be enough, because I meet you at the point
where you end off."
I fill in for what you cannot do and My power is made perfect in your weakness. 2 Corinthians 12:9
"Many of you grown adults still have your parents hanging on and whispering over your shoulder. In
some cases, it is your own memory, but do you know the demons have those recordings, too? Yes, they
know precisely what was said to you, and know just how to press those condemnation buttons. A parent's
input carries a tremendous amount of psychological weight in your mind. Little do they know that by
their very own words they are forming you into what you will become. When they are harsh and
perfectionistic, expecting only the highest standards of performance, and you fail...well, it sets up a cycle
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that continues through your adult years and even into old age - telling you, you are a failure, you fall
short, you aren't as good as so and so.
"Oh, how I detest this attitude in parents that destroys initiative and confidence in very little ones who
grow up to be insecure and constantly seeking affirmation for their very existence. Do you not know how
valuable you are in My sight? Calvary was the price I paid for you, and I would do it again and again and
again, if need be, just for one more soul who the world calls a failure. And who became a failure because
his parents declared that over him in their constant search for perfection in their offspring. Tragic, oh so
very tragic is this brutal way of rearing children.
"But there is hope. Have you been raised under that yoke? Have you been found imperfect at every turn
in your life, never measuring up to your parents or favored sibling? I can heal that, Dear one. I can turn
your mourning into dancing and remove that stigma from your heart. Cleave to Me, Beloved, and I will
show you your great worth in gold and treasure. Yes...don't you know that you are a spark from My
Heart, beautiful and enriched in every way? Why, you ask? Because I will perfect that which I began in
you. I will present you to My Father, perfect, whole, lacking nothing. Yes, this I will do for you. You
have given Me your life and I have given you My Promise. Perfection is your destiny. Not only that, but
many gifts I have yet to bestow on you wait in the wings for your readiness.
"Oh, the boundless treasures I hold in store for you! Things you have dreamt and things you would not
dare to dream. All are waiting for you as you yield your life more and more to Me. Dare to dream ... for
with God, nothing is impossible. Many desires you have long ago given up on were planted in your heart
by Me for a future time when I would reward you for a job well done on this Earth.
"Understand, it is not the gifts that determine your estate before Me, but how you use the gifts I entrust to
you, that counts. Those who have been given much, much shall be required of them...but those who have
been given little and with that done much, greater and greater rewards will be given them.
"So, this is the long way around - saying to you, do your best with what I've given you. Do not let the
voices of the past control your future, rather rise up into the full stature of My approval. For you have
chosen the better part and I surely will accompany and reward you."
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My Graces Accomplishes All Things, Even Prayer
November 30, 2015
The Lord is with us, Heartdwellers. And the Lord is truly
dispensing His graces to us, and entrusting us with great
gifts of sanctity and courage to press in.
Today's message is really quite beautiful. Before I go into it,
I just wanted to say that yesterday's message was "Show
Mercy To Yourself As Well", lest we fail to have mercy on
others. And what a morning I had getting into prayer! It was
close to impossible to enter into worship and prayer; my mind was like a Ping-Pong ball and my body
followed close behind.
This morning, I was extremely cautious about not getting thrown off track and came swiftly to
worship...and able to enter in deeply almost immediately. Although I know obedience has a very large
part to play ... answering the call to prayer as soon as you get it, there is also another grace to consider,
the grace of prayer. Not only the sure blessing of obedience, which is so often overlooked or not even
recognized, but the grace of prayer.
I remember (and you've probably heard me say this before, if you've been with us for a while) I remember
I had a really serious need in prayer one day, I needed answers. I was fasting before hand, and praying
and fasting. And I went up to a mountain retreat that we had, high in the Sandre de Christo mountains extremely remote, nothing within miles of it, total wilderness. And I went up there to pray and fast and
seek the Lord. Anyway, I was fasting, worshipping and praying non-stop for at least 9 hours. And
nothing. God was nowhere to be found. The Heavens were brass. I was brought to the point that if
anything was going to happen between the Lord and I, it would be His Mercy. 'Cause I had done
everything I could to meet Him. And it occurred to me (I wonder Who put that thought in my mind...) to
ask Him to pray through me. So I did. I came to the Lord impotent, empty, unable to do anything. And I
said, "Lord, I don't know how to pray as I should, nor do I know how to love You as I should. Lord,
would You pray through me?"
Within five minutes His sensible presence was infusing me with a spirit of prayer and supplication.
I will pour out on the house of David and on the inhabitants of Jerusalem the spirit of Grace and of
supplication. Zach 12:10
And yesterday was similarly like that, in that I couldn't stay in prayer until I called out for His help...and
this morning, the spirit of prayer was already with me. So the point is, we cannot rely on ourselves in any
way shape or form to pray. We must rely on the Lord's grace, because He hearkens to our pleas of
insufficiency. And He's also said, "My grace is sufficient for you."
That does not negate "You will find Me when you seek Me with your whole heart" or the sad
consequences of being lazy and lukewarm in prayer. This is but one, tiny facet on prayer that I just
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wanted to share with you. To rely on His grace, even to pray.
Lord, what is on Your Heart to share with us?
"I want to speak to you about Grace and it's all sufficient significance in your lives. Many, if not all of
you, My Precious Brides, find fault with yourselves and fall into the trap of comparing yourself to
someone who has an outstanding attribute, but in fact you know nothing of their lives. This comparison
leads to discouragement over who I have fashioned you to be and leaves you open to the sin of envy, as
well as emulating them so you distort who you truly are.
"Firstly, I want you to know that no one is as they seem on the outside. No, not one. There is a hidden
side to each of you, the side you have either conquered or are still hiding, hoping that it will some day
die. While you are traveling this road of life I have given you graces for the moment, they are unlike the
graces I have given anyone else, because you are My own unique creation.
"And these graces, My Precious ones, are sufficient to meet the needs of the moment. I am the only one
who knows how much grace a soul is operating in, and how much they are lacking. I alone know what
use they've made of the gifts I've given them. And I alone know precisely what they would look like if
stripped of all My grace in their lives.
"My point is this, you are nothing without My grace, and no one is anything without My grace. I am the
author and source of all that is good in each of your lives. And without My gifts to you, you would be less
than nothing in the eyes of the world. But always precious to Me. In very fact, I am the one who sees you
in your graceless state, and I determine and endow you with garments of salvation and grace, sufficient
for the life I have called you to.
"To be jealous or envious of others who seem to have more grace is an affront to My Heart. I know it is
human nature to compare and want, but if you saw the beauty in your own souls, you would not look to
imitate others. With most, the problem is simply one of discovery of who I have made you to be and how
beautiful you are in the scheme of things. Rather you would labor faithfully with what I have given and
promised you, until you began to find fulfillment in the unique and priceless work of art that you are.
"You see My grace is like a crystal clear ocean without end, like thousands of fires in the finest cut
diamond, like the sweetness of apple blossoms in the Spring, and the brilliant colors of the most diverse
corrals. It is supremely elegant like the systems of the human body, like the source of light that overcomes
the darkness, and its power greater than the sudden separation of continents. With My grace, through My
grace, you accomplish all things, for there is nothing that can oppose Me. Once I set about to accomplish
something, it is already done.
"This is how secure you can be, My Bride. Ponder these examples and understand that you are a work of
grace that I have already completed in Heaven, beautiful to behold, stunning in design and purpose,
unlike any other.
"All of you have My grace, it is yours to embrace and use, or to reject and lie fallow. But it is there, and it
is all sufficient for you, right now, in this moment where you are. No need to look around and pine away
because others have more than you. No, rather discover the beauty I have created your own soul with and
cultivate that. I promise you, it will be unique and more pleasing than those you look up to now. In the
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end, you will be brought to tears by what I have created you to be. You will be supremely happy with who
I have created you to be, and never again wish to be anyone else. Even if another were to offer you their
place, your understanding of who you are to Me would prevent you from exchanging what I have done in
your soul for what I have done in theirs.
At that moment, as He was speaking, a Scripture came to mind: I Cor. 12:21-26 The eye cannot say to the
hand, "I have no need of you," nor again the head to the feet, "I have no need of you." On the contrary,
the parts of the body that seem to be weaker are indispensable, and on those parts of the body that we
think less honorable we bestow the greater honor, and our unpresentable parts are treated with greater
modesty, which our more presentable parts do not require. But God has so composed the body, giving
greater honor to the part that lacked it, that there may be no division in the body, but that the members
may have the same care for one another. If one member suffers, all suffer together; if one member is
honored, all rejoice together.
The Lord continued after that Scripture. "And so it is in Heaven under the light of endless rejoicing. Let it
be so on this Earth. For while you sojourn with Me, I illuminate your way with My songs of rejoicing.
Lean on My grace, when things seem impossible. My grace is sufficient for you, when you are weary. My
Grace is sufficient for you, when you fall short. And when you begin to bloom under My gaze, My grace,
like a fragrance goes out to all the flowers of the garden and brings them cheer. My grace is my gift to
you, along with My never failing love. You are beautiful and in Heaven you will finally behold the glory I
have knit into your being. Yes, you will see, even as you are seen."
Your present sufferings and contradictions are not worth comparing with the glory that will be revealed in
you. Romans 8:18
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